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COVER STORY

This issue’s cover illustration is from
The Afterwards by A.F. HArrold,
illustrated by Emily Gravett. Thanks to
Bloomsbury Children’s Books for their
help with this November cover.

2018 is drawing to a close, with huge, national
and international events to mark the Armistice
of 1918. Contemporary writers for children have
succeeded in conveying the horrors of the war to
their readers, as well as the comradeship of the
trenches, and the changes that WW1 wrought on
society. The 100th anniversary of votes for (some)
women was also very well represented in fiction
and non-fiction for young readers, informative,
inspiring books for those of all ages.
Now we look ahead to 2019, a year when
Britain is set to leave the European Union.
Whether you think this is an exciting opportunity,
or a catastrophe set to be worse than Suez, it
will be a period of enormous change for us all.
Hopefully the increase in the number of books
in translation for children in this country will
continue, providing readers with stories shared
with our European neighbours, and we expect to
see UK children’s authors rising to the challenge
of conveying shared values and community in a
world that seems far less certain.

Books for Keeps will continue to highlight
the best books, to reflect what is happening in
the children’s book world, and to give space to
authors to explain their work and their intentions.
Thank you for your continued readership,
Happy Christmas, and our best wishes for the
New Year.
Books for Keeps

A Charity Calendar for 2019
For the past few years Peter Sheldon has been
working with illustrators to produce a calendar
for charity. Each year they generously provide
him with original artwork.
The charity for the past 3 years has been Clare
and Michael Morpurgo’s Farms for City
Children.
The Friends Calendar costs £7.95, which
includes post and packaging, and makes a
perfect Christmas present.
If you would like to support the venture and
buy in to the project contact Anne Marley anne.
marley@tiscali.co.uk quoting the code BFK.
Anne will be pleased to collect monies and
arrange for copies to be supplied.
The 2019 calendar features Quentin Blake, Tony
Ross, Jane Ray, David McKee, Ruth Brown and
Michael Foreman amongst others. It’s an A4
spiral bound calendar and opens up to A3 for
display on your wall.
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Holding the old stories tight
by Deirdre Sullivan
‘Life wells up and alters and adds. Even things in a book-case
change if they are alive; we find ourselves wanting to meet
them again: we find them altered.’ Virginia Woolf
Fairytales endure – from screen to page, we’re constantly presented
with new versions of old stories. References to fairytales appear in
text and conversation as shorthand. When I was writing Tangleweed
and Brine, I saw them everywhere: Disney Princesses gazing out
from a sparkly backpack on the bus, to the cyrillic writing on a
theatre in Moscow, underneath a four foot tall glass slipper. When
you’re working on a project, you find little notes from it peppering
your life, that’s not so strange – things grow from you, what you
observe, the things that life has taught you, and the imaginary roads
they steered you down.
There’s a power to the stories that worm their way into our cultural
consciousness as children. That appear and reappear, in classrooms
and in bedrooms. In her book, The Enchanted Hunters, Maria Tatar
says of childhood reading, ‘For many children, reading becomes […] a
chance to meet characters worth observing and to witness how they
manage the conflict, peril, and adventure that are often – thankfully –
missing from real life.’ We learn from stories what we want our own
stories to be. And what is possible. As a child I was always very drawn
to Oscar Wilde’s fairy-tales and those of Hans Christian Andersen,
because of the sadness in them. Life was hard. My eyes were small but
open, I remember homeless people on the street, and wondering why
we couldn’t give them money. My father grew up in a small house,
one of twelve children, and there were stories from his childhood too,
about being streamed in school because of your address, about when
Christmas almost didn’t happen for him and his siblings, about the
chances people do and do not get.
It’s generally accepted that reading can promote empathy, and
activate our social consciences as well. From Charles Dickens and
Oscar Wilde to Patrice Lawrence and Angie Thomas, there are
writers who have used their work to make readers feel for the
experience of those who are victimised by societal structures. For
the things that people should care about and don’t. There aren’t balls
for every Cinderella. When you give up your voice for someone else,
sometimes you don’t get it back. And sometimes it takes years for
it to come, for you to tell your story, syllable by trembling syllable.
And sometimes when you do you are not heard. Sad stories coexist with happy ones on shelves and in our hearts. And there is
a reason that fairy-tales resonate with us, particularly at this time,
when society seems to be listening to unheard voices more. Not
enough, but more. And that is something.
Folklorists and writers like Ethel Johnston Phelps, Jamila Gavin,
Jack Zipes and Marina Warner have put fairy-tales into context and
presented us with neglected stories where women have more agency,
where characters play with gender and defy expectations. When you
go down the rabbit-hole of reading folklore, you quickly realise that
fairy-tales are filtered through societal expectations. Those that don’t
fit with the remit get excluded, and those that do get tailored to fit
the listener’s sensibilities. Perrault does not tell the same Cinderella
that the Grimm Brothers do. Nor should he. We all have different
circumstances, and the stories that we tell reflect them back. Even
when we may not mean them to.
We retell Cinderella because marriage to a wealthy man, and escape
from poverty is seen as desirable in a capitalist and patriarchal
society. We retell Snow White because beauty is currency. We retell
Sleeping Beauty because we idealise the Alpha Male, the one who
will break through the briars and sweep us off our feet. Because we

still live in a world that sees a woman’s body as something to be
objectified. A conquest. The edits on my Sleeping Beauty retelling
came back to me the day of a verdict in a particularly harrowing
and publicised rape trial. I stood outside the GPO at a gathering in
support of the woman who had been picked apart over the course
of the trial, and I believed her. A little boy stood near me, holding
his mother’s hand, and there was such hope and sorrow all at once.
The world’s a murky place and an unfair one. In writing Tangleweed
and Brine, I re-examined the stories that built me, and the things that
scare and worry me, heal and help me. Because I believe that the world
is a terrible place and a beautiful place. People are hurt and people are
loved. We don’t live happily ever after. We just live. And nothing ever
ends, not really. It carries on, it twists. Exhausting and enchanting.
We hold old stories tight. We watch them change.
Tangleweed and Brine is published by Little Island,
9781912417117, £8.99 pbk

Deirdre Sullivan is the award-winning author of
Needlework and the Prim Perfect series as
well as Tangleweed and Brine.
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Books of the Year 2018
A boom in poetry, a plethora of books about bold girls and boys,
the continuing resurgence of illustrated non-fiction and the
arrival of a host of exciting new authors for junior readers, 2018
has been another vibrant year for children’s books. We asked
those in the know to choose their books of the year.
Teresa Cremin, Professor of Literacy, Open University
The children’s book I’ve enjoyed most in 2018 is Armistice Runner
by Tom Palmer. Set in the Lake District in 2018, it opens a window
on war-torn France a hundred years before. The lives of Lily and her
great-great granddad Ernest are connected in layered ways - their
youthful pleasure in running and competing is evidenced through her
life and his diaries, and the page motif of Lily and Ernest respectively
running across the fells and the battlefields serves to underscore this.
Pacing is strong as the two narratives unfold and the sensitivity with
which grandma’s Alzheimer’s is handled is frankly superb. I read it at
one sitting, and then devoured it again. Children will too.

Nicholas Tucker, honorary senior lecturer in Cultural
and Community Studies at Sussex University.
My choice is Lucy Mangan’s Bookworm. A Memoir of Childhood
Reading. This is a wonderfully honest, insightful and occasionally
poignant record of her life-time experience with children’s authors
past and present, some still famous others now largely forgotten.
Young readers as well as older ones will find so much here that
is wise as well as continuously witty – when was the last time a
book about children’s literature, including the footnotes, made you
laugh aloud quite so often? Very well informed as well as infectiously
enthusiastic, this truly is a book to treasure.

Pam Dix, Chair Ibby UK
Concern about guns and the appalling death rate amongst young black
males in the States has been explored in several recent books, but I have
been haunted by images from Long Way Down. The concept behind the
book is extraordinary (a spoiler alert to share) and works extremely well
with the verse novel structure. Reynolds’s evocation of grief engages the
reader viscerally and his writing is fresh and original. It’s a brilliant book.
A quick mention too of Ghost Boys, on the same subject, by Jewell
Parker Rhodes. She develops a historical context with the very powerful
image of all the dead African-American boys from Emmett Till in 1955
onwards coming back to ‘bear witness’. I am thrilled to see one of her
books published in the UK, she deserves to be better known. On a lighter
and brighter note, Candy Gourlay’s first picture book Is it a Mermaid?
has been a highlight this year and has had many joyous readings as we
have shared it endlessly with a new baby in the family. The story is set
in the Philippines and is beautifully illustrated by Francesca Chessa who
captures the light and joy of beach life so perfectly. The story is full of
humorous touches and has two captivating children whose personalities
shine through the very simple language.
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Fen Coles, Letterbox Library
2018 has brought us fantastic new characters who leapfrog over
gender stereotypes with panache. First we had the blazing, swishy
parade of colour that is Julian Is a Mermaid. Then, toddler
boardbook heroes, Child’s Play, had Clive play out different jobs
for size (Clive Is… A Nurse/Teacher/Librarian/Waiter) and he
is now joined by Rosa, a bold and highly self-sufficient girl (Rosa
Plays Ball/Loves Cars/Loves Dinosaurs/Rides Her Scooter).
On the fiction side, we had an absolute comic tour-de-force in ‘our’
Little Rebels Award winner, The Muslims. Perfectly pitched to
‘middle grade’ readers and a bestseller for us this year. Expect to see
Omar in his own series soon… Finally, our other summer bestseller
came from the queen of middle grade historical fiction in the UK –
Catherine Johnson. In Freedom, she gifts us, yet again, a story full
of pace, pulse, excitement and rich characterisations. It’s been a very
fine year!

Ferelith Hordon, editor Books for Keeps
I have two books of the year, very different but both share a theme;
a journey both literal and metaphorical. Moth by Isabel Thomas
illustrated by Daniel Egnéus is a stunning visual experience. The
narrative is simple – the life and evolution of the Peppered Moth.
It is not a fictional story but it is shows that facts can also inspire
the imagination. This is how information can really excite. Magical.
As magical is The Colour of the Sun by the great David Almond.
Here perfect prose creates atmosphere and the reader follows Davie
as he journeys through the community moving from boyhood to
the threshold of adulthood. There may be magic in the air, but it is
rooted in a real landscape – the reader can feel the heat of the sun,
smell the gorse hear the popping of the seed pods.

Jake Hope, reading development and children’s book
consultant.
A standout new voice this year is Onjali Q Rauf with The Boy at
the Back of the Class. Ideas of different cultures and experiences
are contrasted against similar outlooks on life and feelings of
care and nurture. The story is satisfying and the child perspective
achieves warmth and wit in equal measure whilst telling a timely tale
about conflict and refuge. Lita Judge’s Mary’s Monster is a deeply
impressive story that captures and conveys creation on multiple levels.
Told seamlessly through spare verse and powerful, atmospheric
illustration, it perfectly evokes the Gothic origins of Mary Shelley and
Frankenstein and is a book that leaves a lasting impression.

Sue McGonigle, Lovemybooks
For anyone over three, How to be a Lion by Ed Vere is a wonderful
picture book about a gentle poetic lion criticised for his lack of ferocity.
With a feathered friend he stands up to his critics choosing powerful
words rather than blows. A modern fable challenging conformity and

suggesting alternative views of masculinity beautifully illustrated with
the vibrant colours of the African savanna. A novel which has stayed
with me this year is Sky Song by Abi Elphinstone. Set in the imaginary
world of Erkenwald with appealing characters this is an exciting quest
story about belonging, collaboration, magic and the wonders of the
natural world. Finally The Dam by David Almond and Levi Pinfold
is a mesmerising picturebook telling a true story. Text and illustration
evoke the Northumberland landscape, its people and musical traditions
beautifully and show the power of music, song and storytelling to
commemorate and celebrate nature past, present and future.

Emily Drabble, Head of Children’s Books Promotion and
Prizes BookTrust
I have to go for two! The first is Kwame Alexander’s Rebound. This
prequel to his masterpiece The Crossover is everything you could
ever want from a book, it’s funny, moving and full of great ideas on
how to live your life. The poetry grabs you and just won’t let you go,
everyone must read this book. Another book I want to shout from
the rooftops about is The House with Chicken Legs by Sophie
Anderson. It kept me thrilled and delighted as I read it from cover
to cover in one sitting. I had no idea where it was going to go and
I’ve never read anything like it before. It totally blew me away. An
utterly incredible debut.

Ann Lazim, Library and Literature Development Manager CLPE
Rebel Voices. The Rise of Votes for Women by Eve Lloyd Knight
and Louise Kay Stewart really stands out among the many marking
this year’s UK women’s suffrage centenary. The artwork is stunning
with a carefully chosen palette being employed for each spread which
fits into a distinctive overall design. Rebel Voices contextualises
the British experience in a global context, dealing chronologically
with women getting the vote from New Zealand in 1893 to Saudi
Arabia in 2015. The situation in a selection of countries is described
concisely, highlighting individual women who struggled for the vote
and relating interesting incidents and events distinguishing their
campaigns. The tremendous amount of research that has gone into
this book will inspire young readers to try and find out more about
these women.

Dr Rebecca Butler lecturer on children’s literature.
The first of my two best books of 2018 is Things a Bright Girl
Can Do by Sally Nicholls. It tells the story of three young women
fighting for suffrage before, during and immediately after World War
I. The historical scholarship and period detail are exemplary. The
stories of the three protagonists are woven together in a coherent
whole. My second book is The Key to Flambards by Linda
Newbery, chosen for an excellent and three-dimensional portrayal
of a young amputee. In relation to the injury Newbery depicts her
protagonist experiencing a convincing and rarely depicted range of
sentiments, both positive and negative.
Armistice Runner, Tom Palmer, Barrington Stoke, 978-1781128251, £6.99 pbk
Bookworm. A Memoir of Childhood Reading, Lucy Mangan, Square Peg,
978-0224098854, £14.99
Long Way Down, Jason Reynolds illus Chris Priestley, Faber and Faber,
978-0571335121, £7.99pbk
Ghost Boys, Jewell Parker Rhodes, Orion Children’s Books 978-1510104396,
£6.99 pbk
Is it a Mermaid?, Candy Gourlay illus Francesca Chessa, Otter-Barry Books,
978-1910959121, £11.99
Julian Is a Mermaid, Jessica Love, Walker Books, 978-1406380637, £11.99
The Muslims, Zanib Mian, Sweet Apple Publishing, 978-0993564420, £8.99
Freedom, Catherine Johnson, Scholastic, 978-1407185484, £4.99
Moth, Isabel Thomas illus Daniel Egnéus, Bloomsbury Children’s Books,
978-1408889756, £12.99
The Colour of the Sun, David Almond, Hodder Children’s Books,
978-1444919554, £12.99
Sky Song, Abi Elphinstone, Simon and Schuster, 978-1471146077, £6.99 pbk
The Dam, David Almond illus Levi Pinfold, Walker Studio, 978-1406304879,
£12.99
Rebound, Kwame Alexander, Andersen Press, 978-1783447206, £7.99
The House with Chicken Legs, Sophie Anderson, Usborne, 978-1474940665, £6.99
Rebel Voices. The Rise of Votes for Women, Eve Lloyd Knight & Louise Kay
Stewart, Wren and Rook, 978-1526300232, £12.99
Things a Bright Girl Can Do, Sally Nicholls, Andersen Press, 978-1783446735,
£7.99
The Key to Flambards, Linda Newbery, David Fickling Books,
978-1788450041, £12.99
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Books for Giving 2018
Pity poor old Santa Claus; in another boom year for children’s
books there’s a vast array of potential Christmas gift books
– fiction, non-fiction, poetry, treasuries and more, by talented
new writers as well as well-known favourites. Without the help
of a single elf, Andrea Reece has picked out the books you’ll
enjoy giving most, and that they’ll enjoy receiving.

Do what they say on the tin books
It’s a bold move to pin your colours to the Christmas mast by setting
stories on Christmas Day or including Christmas in the title, but these
are all good enough to conjure up the Christmas magic long after the
last mince pie has been eaten. In Pip and Posy and the Christmas
Tree by Axel Scheffler, our two friends are decorating the tree with
edible treats, but it’s all too tempting for Pip: with the tree bare
and Pip feeling sick, Posy makes things right again in a story that’s
full of humorous details as well as a bit of early maths, and big on
friendship and forgiveness. The Christmas Extravaganza Hotel by
Tracey Cordery and Tony Neal is another heart-warming Christmas-set
story. Bear is settling down for a nice quiet festive season when he’s
interrupted by the arrival of Frog, ready for a 5 star Christmas experience
– the trouble is, he’s read the map wrong and is hundreds of miles
from his hotel. Kindhearted Bear invites
Frog to stay, and then
sets out to create the
Christmas his new
friend dreamed of.
Funny and surprising,
this delivers the true
Christmas message.
You really should
start reading How
Winston Delivered
Christmas on 1st
December: an advent
story in a book, it
tells how little mouse
Winston delivers a
lost letter to Father
Christmas,
finding
himself a cosy new
home in the process. It would be great fun to follow Winston’s
adventures as they unfold day by day and Alex T Smith’s illustrations
add to the drama of it all. Cleverly, chapters are interspersed with
Christmas craft activities too. Last Stop on the Reindeer Express
also hinges on delivery of a letter but this time it’s to an absent
parent as Mia travels by reindeer magically to visit her daddy far
away. Peep-through cut-outs and flaps to lift heighten the sense of
magic as does Karl James Mountford’s folk-art style illustrations.
For digger devotees, Construction Site on Christmas Night is
an absolute must-have: Excavator, Bulldozer, Crane, Dump Truck
and Cement Mixer are finishing a very special Christmas build, and
each of them finds a present as they turn off their engines when
the work is complete. The text is delivered in lively rhyme and the
vehicles are realistic and characterful. Finally, for the very young,
The Twinkly Twinkly Christmas Tree by Sam Taplin and Alison
Friend is irresistible – a very sweet story lit up by real lights on every
scene, gasps of surprise guaranteed with each page turn.
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Stories that keep on giving
Christmas is a time for returning to old favourites, particularly those
that make bedtime reading the best part of the day. Walker have
reissued Kevin Crossley-Holland’s masterly collection of British
and Irish folk-tales Between the Worlds, with new illustrations by
Frances Castle. It includes 50 different stories, some dark and eerie,
others joyful and life-affirming; each one is perfectly told and this
is a must-own. Certain readers will also enjoy Laurence Housman’s
esoteric versions of Sindbad the Sailor and Other Stories from the
Arabian Nights. As Marina Warner says in her introduction, these
are stories that ‘wonder at the inequities of existence and pose open
questions.’ They have been reissued by the Bodleian Library with
Edmund Dulac’s heady, sumptuous illustrations.

Christmas favourite Peter Pan is retold in verse by Caryl Hart and
with glorious full-colour illustrations by Sarah Warburton in a new
version that does proper justice to Barrie’s original: spritely verse
speeds us through the story, while still including all the plot twists
and turns, and the strange otherness of Pan is still there in illustrations
and text if you choose to look for it. This year too, Katherine Rundell
revisits Kipling’s jungle to tell new stories of Mowgli and his wild
family. Into the Jungle explains the events that made Bagheera,
Baloo, Shere Khan and Kaa who they are, in exciting adventures
that put the emphasis on loyalty and community. Rundell’s new
stories seem to grow out of the originals and to enhance them. This
handsome book also features beautiful full-colour illustrations by
Kristjana S Williams.
John Yeoman’s fantastical story The Boy Who Sprouted Antlers
is also newly available. The story of a boy who, yes, grows antlers
– in response to a school friend’s challenge, in turn prompted by a
teacher – it is just as fascinating and as joyful as when it was first
published, though as its illustrator Quentin Blake points out in the
introduction, with its shorts-wearing protagonists, something of a
period piece.

Poetry collections
Published in association with the National Trust, I Am the Seed
That Grew the Tree is a truly beautiful book, an ambitious project
perfectly realised. It features a nature poem for every day of the year,
selected by Fiona Waters and illustrated over glorious full-colour
pages by Frann Preston-Gannon. The poems have been chosen with
real care, a huge range of poets represented, and each one will
capture young readers’ imaginations. This deserves to become a
classic, and should do what its creators intend and inspire a lifelong
love of poetry in readers. There is of course no reason why poetry
should be confined to the page and congratulations to poetry
champions Macmillan who have released a CD audiobook of Allie
Esiri’s superb anthology A Poem for Every Day of the Year. Read
by Helena Bonham Carter and Simon Russell Beale, don’t go on a
Christmas car journey without it, spellbinding listening for all the
family. For older readers, Ana Sampson’s anthology She is Fierce
is highly recommended. An outstanding collection of 150 poems by
women poets – something that is rarer than you’d hope – it features
brilliant contemporary poets including Liz Berry, Jackie Kay and
Imtiaz Dharker alongside suffragette Laura Gray, renaissance poet
Vittoria Colonna and pioneering journalist Winifred Holtby. Sampson
includes biographical notes on each woman at the back of the book.
Finally, T S Eliot always intended to follow up Old Possum’s Book
of Practical Cats with a companion book Consequential Dogs,
but never managed it. Christopher Reid however has risen elegantly
to the challenge and written up a ‘rowdy assembly of dogs as
counterparts to Eliot’s mogs’. Young readers might miss some of the
literary allusions, but they’ll love meeting the dogs – Dobson, the dog
detective; Lola, who runs away to join the circus; Flo, the philosophical
Foxhound;
and
Benbow,
the
ghost of an old
seadog
who
haunts the Ship
Inn. The wit of the
verses is matched
in Elliot Elam’s
illustrations, and
this is another
book to make
bedtime reading
an absolute shared
pleasure.
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Non-fiction and information books

Silly stories, novelty books and stocking fillers

After a surfeit of stories about old men improbably delivering presents
to all the world’s youth in one night, readers are probably more than
ready for non-fiction at Christmas and this year has seen publication of
many handsome, well-designed information books. Peter Frankopan has
carefully adapted his acclaimed history book The Silk Roads for young
readers. Condensed into 128 pages, and with stunning new illustrations
by Neil Packer, this version makes clear the interconnectedness of the
world, not just today, but throughout history, showing how east and west
have always been joined via trade, people, war, religion. It’s an important
message and the book will leave children inspired as well as informed.
In a very different way, over 300+ pages in Absolutely Everything,
Christopher Lloyd, creator of the ingenious What On Earth timeline
books, also shows how history, from the dinosaurs to the modern
day, is a process of one thing leading to another, with the world a
much more connected place than you’d think from studying chunks
of British history. This is a book to dip into, return to and one that
will also inspire readers to discover more themselves.
For specialists, Dictionary of Dinosaurs is a comprehensive
alphabetical guide with dinosaur portraits and diagrams created by
illustrator Dieter Braun that is sure to keep would-be palaeontologists
happy for hours. How Does a Lighthouse Work? by Roman Belyaev
takes readers into lighthouses explaining how and why they work,
how they are built, and their history, all over stylishly illustrated colour
pages. Rivers by Peter Goes is another huge book, just right for poring
over on the floor, and beautifully illustrated. It details the world’s major
rivers, and shows that by understanding them, we can understand
the people who live beside them and journey along them. Usborne’s
Lift-the-Flap Engineering is an interactive, eye-opening and again
inspiring volume that explains how behind practically everything in our
world is an engineer, from bridges, roads and airports to planes and
spacecraft, to medical equipment. Fun and informative, and the world
needs engineers, male and female.

And finally, a selection of books to stick in a stocking: Santa’s
Wonderful Workshop is a typically funny, irreverent and ingenious
picture book by Elys Dolan and its not-quite punchline: ‘The children
are happy, the penguins are happy, and no-one got eaten by a
bear’ justifies the cover price alone; similarly Super Frozen Magic
Forest by Matty Dolan is super inventive and super silly, with more
frosty in-jokes than you can shake a shovel at; while The Funniest
Book Ever, seven favourite stories from the Phoenix Comic in one
volume guarantees giggles or your money back. Danny Wallace is
on cracking form in Hamish and the Terrible Terrible Christmas
which serves up three self-contained stories starring Hamish, Elliott
and Alice, stars of his Worldstopper series, and provides a first-class
helping of comedy and excitement.
The Storm Keeper’s Island by
Catherine Doyle, a brilliantly realised and
original fantasy adventure full of danger,
excitement, and family love, will keep
them rapt, even on Christmas morning
while Have Sword Will Travel by Garth
Nix and Sean Williams is another bit of
fabulous fantasy for those aged 9+ and
very funny to boot. For younger fans
of fantasy adventures, The Polar Bear
Explorers’ Club delivers the kind of
excitement that will last into the New Year,
especially now the sequel Explorers on
Witch Mountain is out. First published
twenty years ago, Henrietta Branford’s
story of the peasants’ revolt as witnessed by a dog, Fire, Bed and
Bone deserves to be recognised as a modern classic and is as vital
as it ever was, and even more topical.
And to bring us back to where we started, for readers of 6 - 8
The First Christmas Jumper by Ryan Tubridy and Chris Judge
starring patchwork ewe Hillary, is charming, silly and utterly joyful.

Happy Christmas reading, one and all.
Take the list of recommended books with you when you go
Christmas shopping.

Andrea Reece is managing editor
of Books for Keeps.
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Voices from the Past:

Tom Palmer on writing World War One
As the commemorations for the anniversary of
World War One come to an end with national
events to mark the Armistice, the conflict remains
a rich source of material for writers. Tom Palmer
has written a series of books about the war for
Barrington Stoke, and his latest, Armistice Runner
links tragic events of one hundred years ago with
contemporary concerns. Tom answers questions on
the book for Books for Keeps.
Why do you think World War One holds
such particular fascination for young
people?
I can’t speak for all young people. But…
I think it’s because it is so hard for people
today to imagine what it must have been
like to fight in trenches in mud and ice with
bombs and bullets flying around. How would
we cope doing that? I think it’s questions like
that that make us fascinated.
Do you feel when writing that you have a particular
responsibility in how you present the war to readers?
Yes, I do. If I am writing about people who did their duty for this
country I feel I have a duty to them to tell their story properly. Or
at least to try to. So I do a lot of research into the people, places
and events to make sure I don’t get it too wrong. When I read good
stories set in World War One the stories make me care about people
who lived – and died – 100 years ago. I think that’s what it’s about:
being moved enough to care.
What would you say is the most important sense or idea of
World War One that you want young readers to get from
your books?
The bottom line is that we should understand the past so that we
don’t make the same mistakes in the future. And fiction helps us do
that by making us care about those people.
Why is important that children understand the past?
It’s very important. Take Brexit. What happens when countries
change their relationships with each other can be like tectonic plates
moving under the earth. It’s dangerous. The more we can remember
what went wrong before, the less likely we are to allow it to happen
again. In theory.
Armistice Runner features scenes set in the trenches, with
a central characters employed as a runner, taking messages
between positions. He is also a fell runner, something that
probably hasn’t changed much in the intervening years.
What kind of research did you do for the book?
I read and listened to interviews with men who fought in World War
One, especially trench runners. The Imperial War Museum has some
amazing resources in the museum and online to help with this. I
also read about fell running. And I went running up and down the
hills of Cumbria and in the fields of France where my characters ran.
Can you tell us more about Fell Runner Ernest Dalzell, the
real life inspiration for your character Ernest Darby?
He was a game keeper from Cumbria. From about 1910 he won
most of the major fell races, climbing and descending steep hills at
an astonishing pace. He regularly cycled 50 miles to a race, ran, then
cycled home. His records lasted 67 years after his death: he was that

fast. He went to fight in World War One and was killed, his body
never found. He is remembered at the Arras Memorial. There’s a film
of me at his memorial at www.tompalmer.co.uk/armistice-runner.
Are there other real people whose lives influenced the story?
My daughter and her fell running friends helped me create the world
of children’s fell racing. And my wife’s gran, who suffered dementia
influenced the character of Lily’s gran. I think it is really important
to base characters on real people if you can. For me it makes the
characters more realistic. Saying that… Lily and Gran are fictional:
they are not my daughter or my gran-in-law, just inspired by them.
That’s another strand to the book, Alzheimer’s Disease. Why
did you choose to include that?
I remember when my wife’s gran was forgetting where she was
and who I was, for instance. It was very sad. But, as her short-term
memories faded, deeper memories came to the surface and she’d
remember entire fifty-line poems she’d learned in school eighty
years before. In the book, I wanted Gran’s memories of her own
grandad fell racing to be awoken by her granddaughter fell racing.
Armistice Runner is written for Barrington Stoke and
therefore particularly suitable for reluctant readers. Does
this affect your writing? What techniques do you use to
make it readable for all?
To be honest, I just write as usual. After the kind of edit you would
get from any publisher, Barrington Stoke make tweaks to some of
the sentence structures and paragraphs to make the book more
accessible. Part of the work Barrington Stoke do in making books
more readable is in how the page is designed and in the printing.
Are you planning to write more about World War One?
I have no plans at the moment, but the First World War has millions
of still-untold stories, so it’s likely. Even though it is 100 years since it
ended, I still think writers will write about it for generations to come.
Armistice Runner by Tom Palmer, illustrated by Tom Clohosy
Cole, is published by Barrington Stoke, 978-1781128251, £6.99 pbk
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I

’m a poet. My biog has always said A.F. Harrold poet. I never
described myself as a novelist, I always feel like a poet who
has got lucky with the prose he’s written.’ A regular on the
poetry and cabaret scene, including the Edinburgh Fringe,
the enigmatic A.F Harrold describes himself as somehow
stumbling into becoming a children’s author. ’I was delivering poetry
workshops for schools. One day some kid asked me if I’d written
any stories and so I wrote the first Fizzlebert Stump novel, and
the rest, as they say, is what’s happening now.’ What is happening
now is a vast amount of critical acclaim for his trio of Gaiman-esque
novels; The Imaginary, The Song From Somewhere Else and
The Afterwards, very different from the wildly comic Fizzlebert
Stump series.

A.F. Harrold

Interviewed by Charlotte Hacking

‘a mere plot device; I needed something to stop Rudger from fading
away’ the cat became pivotal to the development of the other two
books and its role has developed throughout. ‘In The Song From
Somewhere Else it’s slightly different, it knows more; about these
other worlds and the doorway between each and it sets things in
motion, it’s much more proactive. In the third book, it’s much more
of a literal psychopomp, taking the living into the underworld, and
then its role at the end of book brings things to a close.’ Why a cat?
‘Cats see things we don’t - they have other worldly qualities. Think of
the cats in Neil Gaiman’s Sandman, the cats in Egyptian mythology,
Kipling’s cat in Just So Stories, there’s that ‘apartness’ that a cat has.’
The fact that cats are so common also supports the darker mood of
the books, ‘In the same way that I think (Dahl’s) The Witches is far
more terrifying because of the fact that any woman could be a witch
behind those masks. Who is it that we run to for protection? It’s our
mums. The horror is best when it’s something normal and everyday.’
His second novel, The Song From Somewhere Else saw a new
collaboration with an equally prolific illustrator, Levi Pinfold. ‘I knew
as I was writing how different the voice was to The Imaginary.
It didn’t feel to me like it would be an Emily book, Emily didn’t
think so either, but Levi came on board and made that book what
it is, which is beautiful and special in a different way.’ So special
indeed, that it won the Amnesty CILIP Honour for Illustration
2018. Of his process on working with the two he notes, ‘It’s not a
collaboration in the Reeve and McIntyre sense, but I love seeing what
they do with what I hand over. I’ve learned to trust my illustrators.
I’ve changed bits of the text to incorporate ideas they’ve both put
into the illustrations, they see things much more clearly.’

His second contract with Bloomsbury was for two books: the
third Fizzlebert, plus another book. Instead of playing it safe and
pitching another sequel, he proposed The Imaginary. ‘I remember
handing that in with a sense of trepidation, because they’d bought
me as a funny writer and I’m suddenly handing in this book that
isn’t a comedy; that is longer, darker and stranger than anything I
think they’d been expecting. They could have turned around and
said, “No, this isn’t what we wanted, we prefer your funny work”,
but they loved it and the rest is history’.
After winning the 2015 British Book Design Award, with the
judges describing the book as ‘breathtaking’, it is hard to envisage
that The Imaginary was not conceived as an illustrated novel.
The original idea, for a longer book with more serious themes,
was to incorporate illustrated chapter headers. Bloomsbury had
commissioned Emily Gravett to make some initial samples and
Harrold was immediately struck by what she delivered. ‘I think
my favourite thing of Emily’s is the initial notebook of Imaginary
ideas and samples. They contain the most incredible and fascinating
variants on all these characters we know.’ Bloomsbury quickly
realised the potential of the collaboration and after seeing more
from Emily, the decision was made to produce a more lavish book
with colour illustrations throughout.
Although he was still writing Fizzlebert Stump books, Harrold knew
he wanted to write another book in the style of The Imaginary and
needed to think about how this could work. ‘I struck upon the idea
of taking the cat from The Imaginary, Zin Zan as he was then, who
acts as a conduit between the ordinary world and the imaginary
world and writing three books with him in.’ Originally conceived as
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He knew that the last of these books, The Afterwards, would be
‘An A.F. and Emily book’ and the process began with a clear visual
marker, ‘I was reading David Almond and Dave McKean’s The
Savage at the time and I had an image appear in my mind of a girl
coming around the side of an armchair and in the armchair was
her dead mother in the underworld or the afterlife. Then I wrote
a paragraph outline of the girl going into the underworld, finding
her dead mother, the cat helping somehow and coming back again.
Then I sat down a day or two later and started writing.’
Whilst careful not to give away any direct spoilers about the book,
he describes The Afterwards as ‘a book about friends and about
death.’ This theme of death, central to his adult poetry collection The
Point of Inconvenience, runs through into his writing for children.
His beautifully poignant poem The Taste of a Biscuit, displays so well
that writing for children, as well as being humorous, can be used to
express emotion and as a form of catharsis, which also evident in his
prose. ‘When I got to the last chapter of The Imaginary, I looked
back and realised that the book was about me facing up to being
orphaned, about my Mum’s cancer and her death, but I am aware that
I never really realised this was what it was all about until afterwards.
I wrote the words, ‘The End’ at the end, then I went straight back to
the beginning and added that Christina Rossetti poem, which Mum
had wanted at her funeral.’ Coming to The Afterwards, he was
aware that the parallels were far more obvious. ‘All three books are
about loss, about forgetting, about remembering’ but also recognises
that this is a book about rebirth, ‘which I’d realised was why I had
set it in Spring; they start the book coming back from a walk in
the bluebell woods which immediately sets it in Easter time, much
earlier than the summer holidays when the other books were set.
But again, none of that was thought about until afterwards when I
was looking back on it, it just felt right at the time.’

There’s a wonderful lyricism across his writing, figurative and poetic
language flows throughout his work. ‘Great children’s writing’, he
tells me, ‘whether funny or serious, is much closer to poetry. You’re
looking at text that’s sparser, more condensed, more immediate.’ He
feels The Afterwards is closer to being a verse novel in prose than
a prose novel, but rather than this being a pre-conceived choice,
‘years of writing poetry, reading it and listening to music has just
made my voice somewhat poetic and these things just spill in.’ It
was the designers at Bloomsbury who came up with the ideas for
the typesetting, parts of which resemble concrete poetry, ‘because it
was poetic to begin with and because it was a shorter story, we had
more space to play with for that sort of thing.’
His most recent poetry collection for children, Things You Find
in a Poet’s Beard moves from the cleverly comic to the deeply
reflective, as with his novels and I’m delighted to find out that there
is more poetry on the horizon. A single poet collection is in the
making, scheduled for 2020, is currently ‘in search of an illustrator’.
In the meantime, a lavish gift book anthology of food poems,
illustrated by Katy Riddell is in production. ‘It’s a book I’m really
proud of’, he tells me, ‘full of a really great selection of poems from
children’s poets, adult poets, performance poets. It’s got a really
diverse range of poets which was really important to me.’ It seems
timely that poetry will be his central focus for the next few years. As
he says himself ‘Poetry is where it begins and ends, and it’s the thing
I’m most wedded to, embedded in, maybe. It’s the thing that I began
with, when I was a teenager.’

A.F Harrold books all published by Bloomsbury
Fizzlebert Stump: The Boy Who Did P.E. in his Pants 978-1408853399
£5.99
Fizzlebert Stump and the Girl Who Lifted Quite Heavy Things
978-1408853313 £5.99
Fizzlebert Stump: The Boy Who Cried Fish 978-1408842461 £5.99
Fizzlebert Stump and the Bearded Boy 978-1408835210 £6.99
Fizzlebert Stump: The Boy Who Ran Away From the Circus (and joined
the library) 978-1408830031 £5.99 pbk
Greta Zargo and the Death Robots from Outer Space 978-1408869475
£6.99.pbk
Greta Zargo and the Amoeba Monsters from the Middle of the Earth
978-1408881774 £6.99 pbk
The Imaginary 978-1408850169 £7.99 pbk
The Song from Somewhere Else 978-1681197883 £6.90 pbk
The Afterwards, 978-1408894316, £12.99 hbk
Things You Find In A Poet’s Beard Burning Eye Books 978-1909136618
£5.99 pbk

Charlotte Hacking is Learning
Programme Manager at the Centre
for Literacy in Primary Education,
a charity working to improve literacy
in primary schools.
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Ten of the Best

Films of children’s books
As Christmas approaches, give in to the temptation of relaxing in
front of the screen – and why not? From cartoons to musicals, some
of the greatest films of all time are adapted from children’s books.
Laura Fraine picks ten of the best.
Fairy tales, graphic novels, picture books and epic novels all provide the source material for
screenwriters and directors seeking inspiration. The children I know aren’t hoodwinked by the
books they should read – like us adults so often are – they have an eye for authenticity and a
nose for a good story: where these elements are found, the rest follows. The best film adaptations
retain something of the essence of the original text, but don’t try to outrun it. They bring their
own original vision. There are many other films I could have chosen – The Jungle Book (1967),
The Wizard of Oz (1939) and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) are just three I am sad
I missed, but I have included films that should inspire further reading as much as watching.
I hope you enjoy them. couple of extra recommendations for some other wonderful books that
link with other texts I’ve recommended. I hope that there will be something here for everyone.
One Hundred and One
Dalmatians (1961)
Dodie Smith, illustrated by
Alex T. Smith Egmont
978-1405288750 £8.99 pbk
Dodie Smith might be better known for
her romantic masterpiece I Capture
the Castle, but after Cassandra there
was Cruella. Smith’s children’s novel
One Hundred and One Dalmatians
was inspired by her pet Pongo and
published just six years before the
animated Disney film’s release,
launching one of the greatest on-screen
villains of all time, the glamorous and
ghastly Cruella de Vil.

Mary Poppins (1964)
PL Travers, illustrated by Lauren
Child, HarperCollins Children’s
Books, 978-0008289362, £20.00 hbk
I came to PL Travers’ Mary Poppins
book series late, already with a firm
Julie Andrews-ish idea of how our
eponymous heroine should behave,
and was shocked to find that the
original Poppins might be equally
magical, but is also sinister, vain,
proud and often quite unkind. So,
Walt Disney and Robert Stevenson had
added more than a spoonful of sugar to the 1964 hit musical. I don’t
mind. Give me Dick Van Dyke tap-dancing on the roof any day.
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The Snowman

(1982)
Michael Morpurgo, illustrated by Robin
Shaw, Puffin, 978-0241352410, £12.99 hbk

Created by Dianne Jackson for the fledgling
station Channel 4 in 1982, The Snowman
has become as much a staple of Christmas
as turkey and Santa, and offers a gentle
26-minute respite in an often chaotic period.
The merchandise and spin-offs make it easy
to forget the real magic of The Snowman,
but both Raymond Briggs’ wordless picture
book (1978) and the subsequent film remain
irresistible: a story of friendship and loss that uplifts us even as it
breaks our hearts, the perfect family film for all ages. This Christmas,
Michael Morpurgo gets in on the act with his own chapter book
retelling of The Snowman.

The Princess Bride

(1987)
William Goldman, Bloomsbury,
9780747545187, £8.99 pbk

My favourite family film, The Princess
Bride has it all: true love, adventure,
duals and giants. It is also brilliantly funny,
with both subtle and slapstick humour,
so that all the family can join in. William
Goldman wrote both the screenplay and
the 1973 book, which is presented as an
abridgement of S Morgenstern’s original
text – but that’s another joke. The book has
achieved cult status and is more likely to
be found in amongst edgier novels in HMV than in your children’s
book corner, but is suitable for ages 10+. All together now: ‘My
name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die.’
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The BFG (1989)
Roald Dahl, illustrated by Quentin
Blake, Puffin, 978-0141365428,
£6.99 pbk
I thoroughly enjoyed Steven Spielberg’s
2016 The BFG, starring Mark Rylance
as the gentle giant, but for me the 1989
made-for-television animated BBC film
by Cosgrove Hall is the one to beat.
Compared to Spielberg’s cinematic
wonder, the cartoon feels scrappy,
low-fi and off-beat – and I love it all
the more for it. David Jason’s giant
wanders the streets of London at night,
catching children’s dreams, when he
accidentally awakes Sophie and steals her from her orphanage. The
giant is tender, scary and of course lots of fun, while their simple
friendship is one of the most touching in children’s cinema.
Babe (1995)
The Sheep-Pig, Dick King-Smith,
Puffin, 978-0141370217, £5.99 pbk
Dick King-Smith was already in his
60s by the time he achieved fame with
his sixth children’s novel, The SheepPig (1983), winner of the Guardian
Children’s Fiction Prize. His wise
and kind books have a timeless quality
that imbues children with a respect for
nature and a love of animals. Back in
the 1990s, when Babe hit our screens,
speaking animatronic animals seemed
like the height of technology. That is
no longer the case, of course, but like
King-Smith’s books, the quality of the film endures.

Harry Potter series
(2001-2011)
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone, J.K. Rowling, Bloomsbury
Children’s Books, 978-1408855652,
£7.99 pbk
Can it really be 17 years since Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone? Having been just too old for JK
Rowling’s series the first time around, I
watched the films first and have more
recently been enjoying the books
with my children. It is the wrong way
around, of course, for the magic was
presented to me on screen, rather than
conjured up in my own mind. But, what magic! Who could resist the
trials and tribulations of Hogwarts, Hermione Grainger’s intellect,
Ron Weasley’s friendship and Harry Potter’s own struggle?

Hugo

(2011)
The Invention of Hugo Cabret, Brian
Selznick, Scholastic, 978-1407103488,
£16.99 hbk
Inspired by the wonderful graphic and prose
novel, The Invention of Hugo Cabret,
by Brian Selznick, Martin Scorsese’s Hugo
tells the story of the birth of cinema and is
itself a love letter to the craft of film. Music,
lighting and 3D effects work in alchemical
harmony, while the Parisian train station
where Hugo (Asa Butterfield) lives behind
the station clock teams with life, comedy
and drama. This family film will thrill all but the youngest of cinemagoers, but don’t miss out on the book – it’s a really special text.

The Hobbit trilogy
(2012, 2013, 2014)
The Hobbit, J.R.R. Tolkien, HarperCollins
Children’s Books, 978-0007458424,
£7.99 pbk
When the first of the three Hobbit films
was released in 2012, it was as a prequel to
the hugely successful Lord of the Rings
series, which had already turned legions
of fans back on to the wonder of JRR
Tolkien. But for readers, it all starts with
The Hobbit. For me, as for so many other
children, The Hobbit was the first ‘big’
book I read, which as we know is its own kind of adventure. The
epic voyage from hobbit hole to Misty Mountains is one of the most
immersive experiences in both literature and cinema..

Paddington (2014) and
Paddington 2 (2017)
Paddington, Michael Bond,
illustrated R.W. Alley,
HarperCollins Children’s Books,
978-0007236336, £6.99 pbk
Paddington Bear celebrated his 60th
anniversary in 2018 and while we all
love the little bear from Peru, you’d
be forgiven for thinking there was
little more to him than marmalade
sandwiches and a tatty duffle coat. The films already watch like
timeless classics, and send us back to the books too, which remain
remarkably fresh. In both there is a joyful anarchy, knowing humour
and charm by the bucketload – plus, a powerful message about what
it means to be accepted that feels authentic and strikes home.

Laura Fraine is a journalist
based in the North East.
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Windows into illustration:
Fabi Santiago
Born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Fabi Santiago first
caught our eye with Tiger in a Tutu, which was
shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book
Award which is typically full of movement, and
colour. Fabi is a graduate of the MA in Children’s
Book Illustration at the Cambridge School of Art,
from where she graduated in 2014. Here she
explains her process and the creation of her new
book I Really Want That Unicorn.
I haven’t got a clear and defined process for my pictures, and
because I both write and illustrate, it’s hard to separate the two
things. The good news is that I always approach a new book from
a fresh perspective and there’s always something new to discover
and a different thing to try.
It mostly starts with a character. Most of what happens to my
characters come from them being themselves and their responses
to any challenges thrown at them - if I get to know them well, then
finding out what sort of trouble they could get into and what kind
of adventures they could have is easy.
In I Really Want that Unicorn, the main character is Chloe,
a sassy girl croc who’s good at all sorts of things (like dancing,
performing, baking etc) and who joins a talent competition to
get the much coveted Mellow Yellow Unicorn. But then, there’s
Veronica, who’s really, really good at all those things too. The story
comes from their determination to get the unicorn toy, competing
against each other.
This spread below is where I introduce Veronica. I like that it
says so much in one illustration. We see Veronica ‘nailing it’ at
hula hooping with a crowd of impressed kids around her, and we
immediately know she’s the most talented kid and also the most
popular. We also establish the competition between the two by
showing Chloe looking grumpy, with her arms crossed.
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In terms of technique, I like to work by hand and I always screen
print my illustrations. I can experiment and make mistakes,
something I wouldn’t get working digitally. Each colour I use
means a different layer - the more layers I create, the more work I
have and the longer it takes - so I try to work with no more than
6 colours. I would be terrified if I had all the colours available at
the click of a mouse, it’s hard enough to make design and layout
choices, so the limitation imposed by screen printing is actually
very welcome.
One thing that’s a constant in my work is using colours freely,
without pre-conceived ideas such as ‘the sky is blue, the grass is
green’. I fell in love with the modern painters at university and I
just love it that you can have a pink tree, a yellow sky, a purple
grass… why not?

This is the last double spread, when (spoiler!) Chloe and Veronica
find out they have a lot in common, including their mutual dislike
of Fabrizio (who scooped the unicorn prize) and decide that being
friends is better.
It took me ages to get it right. First, because I wanted to show a
bird’s eye view of their town and the theatre where the competition
took place. I wanted to show Veronica’s castle, the two characters
being friends, and Fabrizio going away with the prize, flying to

RetuRn

the moon in E.T. style. That was a lot to fit in one illustration, plus,
I’m not the best at drawing perspectives! In the end I gave up on
the perspective and just drew a section of the castle very big in the
foreground and it worked. I’m happy at how it turned out and I still
love this illustration.
I Really Want That Unicorn is published by Orchard Books,
978-1408336915, £6.99.

to the wundRous woR ld
of
REVIEWS FROM
WATERSTONES BOOKSELLERS

‘Wundrously
brilliant!’
‘One of my favourite
books of this year!’

Beyond the Secret Garden?
‘We English’: Nonfiction and Belonging
in Children’s Literature

In the latest in their Beyond the Secret Garden feature, Darren Chetty and
Karen Sands-O’Connor consider representations of Black, Asian and Minority
Ethnic voices in reference books for children.

‘The races of men found on the earth are many in number. But
they may be reduced to three, namely, White men, Black men, and
Tawny men. We English belong to the White race of men.’ (112;
The Holborn Series Geographical Reader No. 2: Geographical Terms.
London: Educational Supply Company, 1899.)
Following the 1870 Elementary Education Act, British publishers
began expanding textbook production to include subjects now
required for certain groups of (and eventually all) British primary
students; one of these subjects was geography. In the UK, this was
not only a study of physical land and climate features, but also
focused on people, culture, and economics—particularly of the
British Empire. The geography quoted above was typical of the
discussion of differences between people; initially based on skin
color only, the differences quickly expand to the ‘uses’ of different
groups of people. The Holborn reader suggests that the skin of Black
men allows them to ‘carry on certain employments which it would
be hard to carry on without them’ (110), such as sugar cane and
cotton production. ‘This is because they are able to bear the hot
tropical sun, when white men would die under it’ (110).

Seventy years later, these claims were still common in children’s
geographies. The 1969 reference book Family of Man had Lady
Plowden on its editorial board. Plowden’s report on education had,
in 1967, suggested that children’s books in schools be re-evaluated
for ‘out of date attitudes towards foreigners, coloured people, and
even coloured dolls’ (71). However, Family of Man includes a
discussion of the three race theory. Family of Man labels the three
races ‘Mongoloids, Negroids, and Caucasoids’ (11) and states that
‘In the hot climate of Africa people with dark brown skins, dark
eyes and thick wooly dark brown hair usually lived longest’ because
‘They were better protected against the burning sun’ (12).
Usborne published a similar reference book, entitled Peoples of the
World; it is interesting that the 1978 and 1990 versions of the book
contains the racial separation (they include four races, adding the
Australoid race), but a 2001 version, completely revamped, says
only, ‘Sometimes differences in appearance can help you
recognize where a person might be from. But people have
been moving around, or migrating, for thousands of years, so
most countries have many different types of people’ (7).
Family of Man also goes on to define different groups, religions, and
historical periods connected with movement of and change in people.
The section on ‘West Indians’ suggests that ‘settlers began to buy Negro
slaves’ (54). No mention is made of the settlers’ origins, but the next
paragraph, which opens, ‘Then European families came from Spain,
France and Britain’ to the West Indies (54) elides British involvement
in slavery. The end of the section argues, ‘There are too few jobs for
people in the West Indies and so many have been forced to leave their
homes and find work in other lands. Many West Indians have settled in
English-speaking countries, such as Britain’ (54). This passage not only
excuses the white British from involvement in slavery, it completely
erases the unequal connection between Britain and its (former)
colonies. This makes the West Indies both responsible for its own
demise (‘not enough jobs’ apparently has nothing to do with British
underdevelopment of the region) and also dependent on Britain to save
them (but only because they speak English).
It is easy to forget that until recently, the idea of the Windrush
generation was not a phrase in common parlance. A close look
at two books published just four years apart, reveals significant
variation, not only as to what parts of history are told, but also
how history is written for children. The Empire Windrush by Clive
Gifford was published in 2014 as part of the Big Cat reading scheme.
The Story of the Windrush by K.N. Chimbiri was published in 2018
through the authors’ own publishing company, Golden Destiny.
There are subtle, yet important differences in how each book
contextualises the story of ‘The Empire Windrush’ arriving at Tilbury
Docks in 1948. Whereas Chimbiri’s book includes reference to
London Transport and the National Health Service advertising for
staff in the Caribbean, Gifford’s text reads, ‘From 1948, the UK
government allowed people living in places that it ruled,
including the West Indies, to move to Britain’ (6). ‘Allowed’ is a
curious word, suggesting benevolence on the part of Britain, rather
than a war-torn nation in need of West Indian assistance.
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K.N. Chimbiri

and offering us Black protagonists. Gifford acknowledges King
becoming Mayor of Southwark. Chimbiri impresses upon us the
pioneer status of The Windrush Generation (whilst acknowledging
the prior Black presence in Britain); she states that King was the first
Black Mayor of Southwark.
However Chimbiri also stresses that whilst most of the travellers
on the Empire Windrush were Black, not all were. She includes
the 66 Polish people who boarded the vessel in Mexico, and the
Indian Caribbean people who made the journey in her telling of
history. Both books have almost exactly the same number of images
depicting people – yet whilst Gifford’s book includes only three with
white people depicted, Chimbiri’s includes ten, demonstrating that
20th century Black history is intertwined with British history, not
isolated from it.
Whilst both books refer to how Britain was viewed by many who
travelled on the Empire Windrush in 1948 as the ‘Mother Country’,
they differ in the context they provide in order for children to
understand this idea. For Gifford, affinity with Britain is explained
by speaking English and hearing British news on the radio. Chimbiri
includes information on the many West Indians who served in the
British army in World War II. Gifford refers to the West Indies as
being ‘ruled by Britain’ and provides a map of the Caribbean region
whereas Chimbiri places this in the context of the British Empire,
offering a map of the Empire as well as one of the region. She
notes ‘Most people in the Caribbean were of African descent;
however in school the students were taught little about Africa
or the Caribbean. Instead the focus was on England and
English history.’ (9) Gifford limits his information on the education
system in the Caribbean to ‘Schools were strict and teachers were
treated with respect’. (5) and that children read British books.
Both books avoid the topics of the enslavement of African people
and indentured servitude, which are important for understanding
the population in the Caribbean islands. Chimbiri does however
begin her section on the islands with information about the diversity
of peoples on the islands. Gifford does not address this but rather
discusses the climate, the crops that grow and how the islands are
popular with tourists. These comments suggest a particular point
of view – a greater emphasis is placed on the utility of the islands.
This is in keeping with how the islands were viewed by the British
Empire. However Chimbiri places the people of the Caribbean
front and centre in her telling of history – indeed they are in the
foreground of the cover, with the ship, which takes up the entirety
of the cover for Gifford’s book, in the background. We suggest this is
fitting. The Windrush story is social history. Chimbiri’s book clearly
recognises this, at various points picking up the story of Sam King

Chimbiri connects recent history with the present when she writes
that the people of the Windrush generation are the ‘foreparents
of many of today’s Black British people’ (35). This attention
to terminology (elsewhere she uses ‘people from the Caribbean’
and ‘African-Caribbean’) and its relationship to nationality and
identity is less apparent in Gifford’s’ book, where he writes ‘Today,
around 600,000 West Indians live in Britain and work in
many different jobs including business, medicine, education,
sport and music’ (27). Most of the 600,000 are not, in fact, West
Indians at all, but British-born citizens. It suggests, most probably
unintentionally, that ‘we English’ are still white, and if you are Black,
you cannot count among the British.
The Story of the Windrush by K.N. Chimbiri is published by
Golden Destiny, 978-0956252500, £6.99 pbk
(Note: Darren Chetty is thanked in the Acknowledgements of The Story of
the Windrush for offering feedback on a draft.)
Karen Sands-O’Connor is professor of English
at SUNY Buffalo State in New York. She has, as
Leverhulme Visiting Professor at Newcastle University,
worked with Seven Stories, the National Centre
for the Children’s Book, and has recently published
Children’s Publishing and Black Britain
1965-2015 (Palgrave Macmillan 2017).
Darren Chetty is a teacher, doctoral researcher
and writer with research interests in education,
philosophy, racism, children’s literature and hip
hop culture. He is a contributor to
The Good Immigrant, edited by Nikesh Shukla
and published by Unbound, and tweets at
@rapclassroom
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Two Children Tell

Growing up with John Burningham
and Helen Oxenbury
In the latest in her series examining children’s relationship with books, Virginia Lowe observes
the influence John Burningham and Helen Oxenbury had on her children’s imaginations.
In 1975, John Burningham and Helen Oxenbury visited Australia.
I went to hear them, of course, and had two books signed for each
of the children. At the time they were six months old (0y6m) and
3y9m (Nick and Rebecca, not John and Helen of course).They were
a fascinating couple ( J and H not N and R!). I watched entranced
the short films of Around the World in Eighty Days in which
Burningham had devised many of the scenes out of found objects
(I thought I would be able to find it on YouTube for you to see also,
but unfortunately not.) We also saw slides of his forthcoming The
Cupboard, in his series of everyday events with a toddler protagonist,
for the youngest. He had already won two Kate Greenaway Medals.
Helen was witty and charming. I purchased her Numbers of
Things and Meal One (Cutler), and Mr Gumpy’s Motor Car and
Trubloff, the Mouse who Wanted to Play the Balalaika from
John (our record of balalaika music was one of Rebecca’s favourites,
and she loved mice as well). Both authors talked about their dog
Simp, whom they had had for seventeen years, and who featured in
their books.
The children had met Burningham’s books before. Granny in Sydney
sent down parcels regularly and always made sure there was a
book in each parcel for both children. We had already had a few
of Burningham’s Little Books. We also visited the library often,
and had Cannonball Simp from there. Rebecca described it to the
infant Nick [She saw it as the role of an elder sister to ‘show him the
pictures’ as Lucy does in Lucy and Tom’s Day (Hughes)]. He was
only just over a month old, at the time. She told me R: Cannonball
Simp! Nick was surprised when I said ‘Cannonball Simp’ to him!
Cannonball Simp was a little dog who was so ugly nobody wanted
him’ [as far as she got with the story to Nick].
The photo of their very dog was on the dust jacket flap. She looked
at it and remarked ‘he’s not ugly there’. In the story the dog is thrown
in a rubbish pit. We sometimes mock-threatened we’d throw both
of them in the garbage. (R: No, you can’t throw me in the garbage!
V: Why not? R: Because you love me!) A few days later, she was
mucking about while I was trying to dress her and I said it. She went
very quiet and cooperative, then asked ‘What would really happen?’
She made no comment on the connection with the story, though I
felt it had affected her.
Numbers of Things was influential. It was great fun, and excellent
practice, to count the various things together. At 2y3m Nick was
naming the things, a few months later he could read the numbers,
but he was 2y9m before he started actually counting the objects.
There are lots of extra things to talk about in each picture too. On
the ‘7 Chairs’ page, Nick found ‘bubee’, sitting in the high chair,
then, in quite a different tone (his singing intonation) ‘bubee’ for
‘Rock a bye baby’ while pointing to the bentwood rocker, to tell
me ‘rocking chair’ as best he could (he was 1y4m at this reading).
Rebecca would remark on the different people such as the boy
‘fixing the wheel’ or the baby, with laughter, ‘he’s spilt his bowl’
(3y10m). At 3y11m Rebecca really enjoyed the game of working
out ‘which one’s the odd one out’ – and working quite hard to find
similarities, especially on the ‘chair’ page – for instance to the two
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armchairs R: Those two are the same because of their softness. She
enjoyed counting the large numbers too, which led to us together
reciting to 100 several times at 3y10m.
The title which was the most popular of all the Burningham/
Oxenbury titles, and shared with visitors almost inevitably for years,
was Would you rather… They were 4y5m and 7y7m before it came
into the family’s book collection, and it caused much discussion.
Rebecca could not understand why you’d be embarrassed by your
father doing a dance at school, for instance. At the time she was
attending an alternative school (as Burningham himself had done)
so maybe that’s why it wasn’t seen as embarrassing. Even though the
crab is drawn in the front, so large in perspective, it would in fact be
preferable to be chased by one than by a pack of wolves or the other
choices. And sometimes the most likely is still the safest. It’s hard for
a child to say they’d rather be lost in a crowd, and it takes a while
to see that it would be much safer than ‘in a jungle’ for instance.
Nicholas solved this to his satisfaction by saying: ‘I’d be lost with you
there, Mummy. We could be lost together!’
Dr Virginia Lowe lives in Melbourne, Australia,
and is a literature adjunct associate at Monash
University. She is the proprietor of Create a Kids’
Book assessment agency. Her book Stories,
Pictures and Reality: Two Children Tell
(Routledge 2007) is based on the records of
reading to her children. Lines Between John
and Virginia Lowe a poetry chapbook has just
been published.

I wish I’d written…

Candy Gourlay struggles to choose just one
book she wishes she’d written.
It is almost cruel to ask an author what she wished she’d written. There
are so many gorgeous books out there and yes, I admit it, when I get to
the end of a brilliant book that has totally transported me, I can’t help
that tiny spark of jealousy. That little voice saying, well, why couldn’t
YOU write a book as good as that?
Not Now Bernard by David McKee is hilarious and a little bit edgy with
the shocker of an ending. I love the economy of the text and the dark
comedy. It’s like a comic strip in a book, and I LOVE comic strip humour.
Persepolis by Marian Satrapi is a graphic novel telling the story of a
little girl growing up in Iran when it metamorphosed from a westernized
society to an Islamic fundamentalist state. As a young woman, I
experienced the upheaval of a revolution in the Philippines and the
simplicity of Satrapi’s black and white art and the power of her story,
made me want to tell my own story. Maybe someday.

Candy Gourlay’s latest book Bone
Talk (978-1788450171) is published
by David Fickling Books.

But The House with Chicken Legs by Sophie Anderson is perfectly
pitched and so jealous making. There’s a house. With chicken legs. It goes
everywhere, and poor Marinka never gets the chance to stop in any one
place and make friends. I loved so many things about this book particularly
the way it used the glorious folk stories about Baba Yaga to create a
completely contemporary and heart-warming story. I wish I’d written it.

Good Reads
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban

The House with Chicken Legs
(978-1474940665) is published by
Usborne, £6.99

Our Good Reads were chosen by young people at Saint Wilfrid’s C of E Academy
in Blackburn. Thanks to the pupils and to Learning Resources Centre Manager Emma
Suffield. Emma was named School Librarian of the Year 2018 by the SLA. Her
innovative, imaginative work has led to a 450% increase in book borrowing rates
since she became responsible for the library in 2014.

Road to Perdition
Max Allan Collins, Brash Books,
978-1941298961, £12.29
Road to Perdition is a graphic novel published by DC
Comics (the guys behind Superman and Batman) and
written by Max Allan Collins. It is often considered one
of the most influential graphic novels in history, and
you can see why. The black and white art style reflects
its film noir influences, and the book features some of
the greatest and most detailed art in any comic book
I’ve read. The story follows Michael O’Sullivan, a hitman
working for a mob boss, and Michael’s son, Michael Jr.
After his wife and his other son are killed, he goes on
a killing spree to avenge them. The action scenes in
this book are fast paced and stylish, and the dialogue
between characters is memorable. I can’t say much
more, so I don’t spoil things, but seriously, seek out this
book and give it a read. Hashim

Murder Most Unladylike
Robin Stevens, Puffin, 978-0141369761, £6.99 pbk
Having been emphatically recommended by a number
of student librarians and Miss Suffield herself, I felt it
was about time I embarked upon the first book in Robin
Steven’s series - and I am extremely grateful! These
books follow the (mis)adventures of the Honorable
Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong as they attend Deepdean
School for Girls, creating the Detective Society in the
process. Within Murder Most Unladylike, the first
book, Daisy and Hazel are just beginning their secret
society when they discover the body of their teacher. As
you would expect from the title, the girls absolutely do

not behave in the ladylike manner expected of them,
and instead attempt to solve the mystery themselves.
While this series is really intended for younger readers,
it holds appeal for all ages as the darker secrets of each
teacher begin to unravel, revealing a cleverly written
plot sure to keep every reader enthralled. Sarah

Here, there be Dragons
James A. Owen, Simon and Schuster, 9781416932499, £10.99
This is a great fantasy and adventure series. It is a six
book series and the first book is called Here, There
be Dragons. It is about a group of three friends called
John, who is the leader, Jack and Charles. They all go
to Oxford University and all have a scholarship. Then
one day John’s Mentor Professor Sigurdsson is killed
for no apparent reason. They now have to protect this
imaginary world called the Archipelago of Dreams
by protecting this book called the Imaginarium
Geographica. They are now called the Caretakers of
the Imaginarium Geographica. It uses people who
have once been alive which make you think that the
Archipelago of Dreams is real and that this book is a
fiction book when it is in fact a non-fiction book. James

Alex and Eliza
Melissa De La Cruz, Macmillan Children’s Books,
978-1509869978, £7.99 pbk
This book is a historical romance novel based on the real
love story of the revolutionary Alexander Hamilton and
the daughter of a rich and powerful senator, Elizabeth
Schuyler. Alexander was impoverished and orphaned

Kai

Lula

James

Sarah

Hashim

This book has a super exciting story with twists and
turns at every page. Everything you think you know
about the book is completely changed towards the end.
J.K Rowling has a magical way of writing in which the
characters truly jump off the page. You feel sad at the
deaths and rejoice at the marriages. One of my favourite
characters is also introduced in this book, making it even
more special! Phoebe

Phoebe

JK Rowling, Bloomsbury, 978-1408855676, £7.99 pbk

when he was young but has now worked his way up
to working closely with one of the most influential
people in 18th century America: George Washington.
Eliza on the other hand is descended from one of the
wealthiest bloodlines in the country and is intrigued
about the American Revolution which Alex is a part of.
When they meet during a ball in late 1777, a love story
begins, one that changed America’s history. This book is
full of unexpected surprises as well as fully explored and
developed characters. It allows the readers to imagine just
how that winter ball in Albany changed their lives and
American history forever. Lula

Echo
Terry Moore, Abstract Studio, 978-1892597489,
The graphic novel series Echo by Terry Moore is an
excellent read for teens and upwards. It has a wellwritten, sci-fi plot offering great action sequences and
intriguing mysteries that constantly keeps the reader
hooked throughout. Terry Moore writes each character
perfectly developing each one from a one dimensional
robot into a complex character with morals and ideals.
You get to see how the lives of seemingly disconnected
people intertwine together in interesting ways. Not only
is the story good, but the art is incredibly beautiful and
detailed. It is drawn simplistically in black and white
but it is made up for, in the incredible amounts of
details fitted into the small panels. Unfortunately, there
are some scenes with a lot of intense gore. However, I
believe that it is still one of the best indie graphic novels
that you can pick up. Kai
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Review Feature:

Geoff Fox on Never Such Innocence
Never Such Innocence
The words are from Philip Larkin’s poem, ‘MCMXIV’. He evokes a pre1914 world with its ‘... dark-clothed children at play / Called after kings
and queens, / The tin advertisements / For cocoa and twist, and the
pubs / Wide-open all day ...’ After such a war, he concludes, there
could be ‘Never such innocence again’. It’s a memorable line, albeit
one that may resonate more with adults than young people.
The architects of what they describe as ‘the official First World War
centenary charity for young people, committed to educating the next
generation about the Great War,’ adopted Larkin’s phrase as their
project’s title. To mark the Armistice Centenary, the charity has published
two substantial books: an anthology of poems, songs and artworks
created by young poets and visual artists; and a collection of the resource
material the charity made available to schools to support the creation
of the kind of work we can see in the anthology. From 2014 to 2018,
the charity has organised competitions which have, in total, attracted
11,000 entries from 47 countries; the anthology publishes what judges
decided was the best of the work generated by those competitions. Year
on year, the charity has increased the variety of the competitions, which
have included titles such as ‘War in the Skies’, running alongside others
specifically for Gaelic or Welsh speakers. In 2018, ‘Together: a UKGerman Centenary Project’ asked for contributions offering ‘messages
of hope and unity for the future’. The anthology’s concluding poem is
a collaboration between some fifty 11-14 year olds from a German
Gymnasium and an Academy in Harrow. A returning soldier in 1918
might well have been surprised if he had been able to see the names
of the young people whose futures – 100 years on – he’d been told he
was fighting for: Khush, Zaheh, Sergio, Kashif...... Few echoes here of
Larkin’s children ‘Called after kings and queens’.
There is a Top Brass feel to the charity’s parade of Trustees and
Committee members, which glitters with titles and the decorations of
Senior Military Officers. The original idea for the project belongs to Lady
Lucy French, great-grand-daughter of Field Marshal Sir John French,
Commander-in-Chief of the British Expeditionary Force. The 6th Duke
of Westminster was the charity’s first President. A page early in the
anthology is given over to an endorsement from Theresa May. Clearly this
is a group which knew how to tap into major funding. No doubt, if a door
needed opening, it opened – an enviable ability in times when funding
for the arts is so difficult. Not surprisingly, the charity seems keen to tell
us that performances and exhibitions of winning entries have been well
received by ‘distinguished audiences’ in venues including Embassies
and the House of Lords, while 2018’s finalists were awarded their prizes
shortly before Armistice Day at Buckingham Palace.
The confirmation of the charity’s efforts lies in the anthology. The book
is a physical pleasure in itself. The impact of the artworks, frequently in
startling colour, is often stunning. As a layman in this field, I would have
valued some insights from the young artists and their teachers about
the process in terms of thought, emotional engagement and technique.
On the few occasions this was provided, the impact of the work was
enhanced. The poetry surprised me less – the Great War has been so
worked over these last four years in and
out of schools that it can be difficult for
young writers to transcend the familiar
– even the insistent ‘Lest We Forget’ or
the sludge and suffering of the trenches
- and to find something uniquely their
own. One of the best poems in the
anthology stemmed from its writer
fusing two apparently unconnected
elements from the charity’s resource
pack; another found her own way,
transplanting the menacing tree from
Patrick Ness’s A Monster Calls to
the battle-field (‘I am the Hornbeam
tree, I stand alone / Rooted here on
this bloodied throne’). Lucy French’s
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introduction to the anthology
mentions touring Roadshows,
artists-in-residence
and
‘exciting and memorable’
out-of-school visits in search
of unique experiences for
the students; more detailed
information about how source
material was shared with young people would have been fascinating.
The second volume, with its collection of resources, uses double-page
spreads throughout to present information in boxes of print against a
range of coloured backgrounds, along with photographs, paintings and
maps. A random selection of topic headings for these double-pages might
suggest the range of content: Major Battles, Commonwealth War Graves
Commission, Nursing, Music in the War, Belgium, Objections to War, Jewish
Community, New Zealand, German Stories, Spies – more than fifty topics
in all. Detail is well-chosen – the information about Wartime Work notes
that women who spent the war in factories were rewarded by losing their
jobs through the 1919 Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act. The book’s
title promises ‘Stories’, but in fact those boxes of print mostly contain
compact summaries of information rather than anecdotes or incidents.

In memory of the war in
the sky by Bianca Gegea
from Romania
Paintings are much reduced in size and sometimes unfortunately lack the
colourful detail and impact of the young artists’ work in the anthology. The
designers have tried to enliven their pages through a series of cartoon
figures mouthing speech bubbles, who are intended to serve as guides
around the text. So we meet ‘Sergeant Bert’, ‘Munitionette Molly’ and
their colleagues, along with two chatty trench-rats called Fifi and Gaston
(“We’re here to give you an insight into life on the front line”). So why then,
do Fifi and Gaston later inform us about horrific explosions in munition
factories in the UK or the limited strike power of U-Boats? And why would
Sepoy Joti, who introduces himself as a veteran of Gallipoli, be chosen to
tell us that ‘Many children, including Boy Scouts and Girl Guides, searched
for sphagnum moss during the First World War......?’ As can happen in the
attempt to enliven information in print, there’s a sense of trying too hard
at times. There is also the odd glitch; to misinform us that Wilfred Owen
was killed on 4th August 1918, is to miss the poignancy of his death on
4th November, a few days short of the Armistice.
Despite these quibbles, the book has many strengths – it is after
all a resource to be explored when need and interest demand, not
a narrative fiction. Those clear headings should make such searches
very possible. Especially at the younger end of the project’s age range,
an inventive teacher might well be needed to liberate or support the
responses of young writers or artists. Unless such teachers feel that
the War has been revisited often enough these last four years, the book
would provide valuable and detailed reference material. Certainly the
anthology reflects how powerfully the project has already released the
imaginations of so many young artists and writers around the world.
Never Such Innocence. The Centenary of the First World War.
Children’s Responses through Poetry, Art and Song
978 1 9995872 1 5, £19.99
Stories of the First World War, 978 1 9995872 0 8, £14.99
Both published by Never Such Innocence, November 2018
Geoff Fox taught in schools and universities and abroad. He has written
extensively about literature and drama, including reviewing regularly for Books
for Keeps. With Kate Agnew, Geoff wrote Children at War (Continuum, 2001).
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Books About Children’s Books
Reading & Rebellion. An
Anthology of Radical Writing
for Children 1900-1960

HHHH
Edited by Kimberley Reynolds,
Jane Rosen and Michael Rosen,
OUP, £25 hbk
Packed with unfamiliar material from
and about authors stretching from
the well-known to the totally obscure,
this anthology breathes new life into a
branch of British children’s literature
too long overlooked or simply ignored.
Often barely accessible to all but the
most determined researchers, the
overall picture it reveals can now
stand on more equal terms with those
better preserved authors and titles
from the past that chose to stay within
a basically more establishment view
of children, their parents and their
country.
Contents include stories, chapters
or illustrations advocating socialism,
pacifism, fighting fascism and praise
of the Soviet Union to discussions

of modern architecture, sexual
development and the impact of the
new sciences. Much of this now
seems hugely dated, but it is still
moving to witness the courage and
commitment of these contributors
and their publishers when it came to
raising topics often considered deeply
unsuitable at the time. No particular
classic emerges from these forgotten
texts, and their recurring belief in the
possibility of achieving a brave new
world in the near future no longer
fits the popular mood today. But as
the editors point out, much that was
being advocated in once obscure
journals is now taken for granted.
In her excellent introduction, Polly
Toynbee makes the point that all
literature for children over the ages
has often tended at least initially to
side with the poor and oppressed.
But while traditional tales have
Cinderella or Dick Whittington happily
joining forces with the rich and
powerful in their final pages, left-wing
authors usually felt unable to fulfil

this particular dream of social mobility
up and away from a character’s
straitened beginnings. Instead they
offered a more essentially moral view
of how to live, with comforts for main
characters drawn not from newly
acquired wealth or social elevation
but from solidarity with kindred spirits
living in the same environment which
they are all trying to improve. A worthy
message, certainly, and when backed
up by consenting parents at the time
one that sometimes had a lasting
impact, arguably even on numbers of
future politicians and legislators.
Older readers of this fascinating
anthology may well experience the
odd nostalgic stab when an otherwise
long-forgotten title hoves into view. In
1977 the late teacher turned writer
Bob Dixon wrote Catching Them
Young, a pioneering two volume study
of right-wing bias in past children’s
books plus a look at current authors
now taking a different line. How he
would have enjoyed this newest entry
into the debate! NT

Under 5s Pre – School/Nursery/Infant
Counting Blessings

New Talent
Maybe the Moon

HHHH
Frances Ives, Michael O’Mara Books
32pp, 9781910552877 £12.99 hbk
Frances Ives won the 2016 LOM
Art prize, and this is her debut picture
book. Based on her own experience
of moving to the city from the
countryside, she shows the happy life
of Eric in the country as he helps his
mother in their garden and befriends
the animals (which include a fox, a
badger, and a bear!) At night he likes
to look at the sky and think, ‘I see the
moon, so high above, shining on me
and the friends that I love’.
One snowy day Eric’s mother
takes him on a long journey to the
city, and, contrasted with the many
lush greens in the forest, the city
looks a grey and threatening place,
with Eric and his mother as the only
colour on a double-page spread: Eric
has a lovely yellow coat. The moon in
their new house looks very different,
but a sad Eric still chants a version
of his refrain: ‘Maybe the moon, so
high above, is shining on me and the
friends that I love’. Eric is not daunted
for long, and tells the cat who lives in
the house all about his animal friends,
then sets off to explore the city. Close

to, there is more colour - he finds a
farmers’ market, and a park where
there are other children, and animals.
He shows his new friends how to plant
a garden and help it grow, and he
even gets used to the moon, looking
at it while sitting on a wall with a new
friend and the cat.
In the spring, Eric and his mother
return to the countryside, and he
tells his forest friends all about his
adventures in the city (bubble pictures
show a fountain, playing in the park,
and the animals in the street). He
concludes, ‘I know that the moon,
so high above, is shining on me and
friends that I love. Whether we live in
the forest or play in the park, we are
all joined together by the light in the
dark’. The idea of the moon shining
on people who are not with you is not
new, but it is charmingly portrayed in
this book. DB

HHH
Emma Dodd, Templar Publishing,
22pp, 978 1 7874 1191 3, £7.99pp hbk
In this small rhyming picture book
two dachshunds, a Mum and her
little one, look at the good things in
life from their perspective. Number
one is ‘a happy family’, number two,
a heart full of love, number three is
playing together and so on until they
reach the end of the day when Big
Dog bestows upon Little Dog blessing
number ten – a kiss goodnight. In
between they’ve appreciate the warm
sun, the rain, the blue sky, the joy of
being alive, good food and more.
Emma Dodd’s illustrates her simple
litany to love with in her bold bright
style burnishing it with eye-catching
glowing golden touches throughout.
The things that this pair appreciate
are not confined to canines; humans
too young and not so young will count
them as blessings. JB

Mummy Time

HHH
Judith Kerr, Harper Collins,
9780008306809, £12.99 hbk
Parents,
particularly
mothers,
choosing this book as a cosy, feelgood story to share with their toddler
will be in for a shock. The cover, title
and premise, a trip to the park for
some time with Mummy, certainly
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suggest a gentle, family tale. But in
fact, in what the publicity describes
as ‘ironic’ and ‘a wry look at mobile
phone use’, Mum sits on a bench
chatting on her phone whilst her
toddler has all sorts of adventures.
These escapades involve befriending
a dog, eating the pigeons’ food, falling
into a lake and out of a tree and a
flight on the back of a swan.
The illustrations are humorous and
imaginative, vintage Judith Kerr, and
follow the words of the conversation
very cleverly, but parents may
be disconcerted by the toddler’s
mishaps and the fact that Mum is
completely unaware of them. The
language of the mobile conversation
also seems oddly old-fashioned for a
contemporary story.
This picture book could be read
as a witty observational tale with a
sharp point to make about parental
engagement, or it could be taken as
being overly critical. Either way, adults
would be best to exercise a little
caution before deciding how to share
this book with a child. The illustrations
work very well as a fantasy adventure
that parents and children could talk
through together and the whole book
is probably best taken as a tongue-incheek cautionary tale about living in
the moment, as much a fantasy as a
tiger in your kitchen would be. SR

My Bed is an Air Balloon
HHHH
Julia Copus, ill. Alison Jay, Faber
& Faber, 32pp, 9780571334841,
£12.99 hbk
A whimsical picturebook imagining
dream sequences in which a child’s
bed becomes an air balloon and a
sailing boat sailing through the sky over
magical lands and seascapes below.
The book is cleverly constructed to
be read forwards or backwards with a
different protagonist leading the action
each time, a white boy and a black girl
meeting in the middle of the book.
The text is a pleasing mirror poem,
repeating the rhyming and rhythmic
text making it a soothing bedtime read.
The descriptive language is appealing,
I love the idea of ‘cool night-rustling air’
‘slipping through finger gaps’. It is full
of nonsense words ‘fluttertufts’ and
‘whifflepigs’ to describe the wondrous
creatures living in the worlds below.
Young readers would find it fun to
spot these creatures in the delightful
illustrations which evoke the imaginary
world beautifully. SMc

The Lost Property Office

HHHH
Emily Rand, Tate, 32pp,
9781849765954, £11.99 hbk
We are all going to visit Grandpa; me,
Mummy and, of course, Teddy. We
have to take the train - always a bit
of an adventure. But what happens
when we have to jump off? Teddy is
left behind. Will I ever see him again?
This charming picture book charts

what will be for almost every family
with a young child a very familiar
situation – the loss of a loved teddy
bear or toy. Luckily the visit to the
Lost Property Office (commendably
prompt) provides a happy ending.
Emily Rand captures the everyday
world to perfection, filling her spreads
with the bustle of the station, the
diversity of the train carriage, the
welcoming space of Grandpa’s living
room and the extraordinary contents
of the Lost Property Office. Her
palette is as colourful and welcoming,
encouraging her young audience to
dwell on the images and get to know
her characters, to talk about what is
going on. It is pleasing to have such a
proactive grandfather and there is real
warmth in the relationship between
the characters which is mirrored in
the text and the illustrations. A very
welcome addition to any collection. FH

The Pooka Party

HHHH
Shona Shirley Macdonald, O’Brien
Press, 978-1788490009, 32pp,
£13.99 hbk
With Hallowe’en approaching here’s
a thoroughly captivating story of
monsters and misbehaviour by
moonlight. In Irish folklore a pooka is a
shapeshifter – as the narrator explains
that means it can take the shape of a
goat, a cat, a dog, an eagle, a hare, a
snail, a horse or even a person. The
text snakes across the page, curling
around a trail of changing creatures;
background and figures are all
represented in smoky eau de Nil, and
the reader is plunged immediately into
a magical world, perfectly poised for
the adventure that follows.
The Pooka lives a fairly normal life
it appears, making soup, singing,
painting and gardening, until suddenly
it realises it’s lonely. Turning itself into
a snail it ponders the problem, and
decides to have a party – that will end
its loneliness. Invitations are sent out
(Deer FelloW Beeings), decorations
put up and cakes (lots) baked. As
midnight approaches, it seems that
no-one is coming, but just as the
Pooka, back in snail form, curls up to
go to sleep the guests arrive.
Now the calm palette changes

to purples and blues as things get
very lively indeed, with a cake fight
breaking out between the mischievous
goblins. The Moon has to intervene to
restore order, leaning down from the
sky to pluck up the participants from
their cloud battleground. This is one
of a number of beautifully composed
and coloured scenes each of which
deepen the reader’s sense of being
in a fairy other-world, beautiful and
strange but beguiling.
There are echoes of Rackham in
the illustrations and they will tempt
readers to lose themselves in the
Pooka’s magical world. LS

Sing to the Moon
Mini Rabbit: Not Lost

HHHH
John Bond, Harper Collins
Children’s Books 32pp
978-0-00-826483-3 £12.99 hbk
Mini Rabbit is of indeterminate gender
in the story, but referred to as ‘he’ in
the blurb. Mini and Mother Rabbit
are making a cake (‘Cake cake cake!
Caaaake!’) but the berry jar is empty.
Mother Rabbit is just saying ‘Hang on,
there are some berries under the…’ as
Mini rushes off to find some. Meeting
various animals in various places: a
forest, a lighthouse, a mountain, a cave,
Mini Rabbit resolutely refuses all offers
of help, and will not admit to being Lost,
but finally has to accept the situation.
It’s a bit scary in the cave, and Mini
is getting worried, but then a familiar
smell drifts on the air: cake! The smell
leads Mini home, finding a berry on the
way, and of course Mother has already
made some lovely cake. But does Mini
Rabbit still want cake? Children are
notoriously fickle… The illustrations are
fun, a little like Chris Haughton, and this
will be fun to share. DB

Grumpy Duck

HHHH
Joyce Dunbar, ill. Petr Horácek,
Walker, 32pp, 978 1 4063 7824 5,
£11.99 hbk
Because of a dry pond and no one to
play with, Duck is very grumpy indeed.
A small black cloud appears above
his head, and when dog suggests
that he might want to dig holes with
him, Duck is dismissive: ‘Digging
holes would make my feathers
dirty.’ So it goes with Pig, Cockerel,
Rabbit, Tortoise, and Goat. Each time
the animals try to be friendly and
helpful, Duck is grumpy and refuses
their suggestions – and each time
the black cloud gets bigger! Now the
animals are all grumpy, and when the
black cloud starts producing rain with
a ‘splatt plot plink plitter platt dribble,
millions of big shiny wet splashy
raindrops’, Duck is suddenly happy.
In a reference to ‘Singing in the rain’,
Duck begins ‘waddling in the rain’
and the others are soon joining in.
Dog is ‘barking in the rain,’ Rabbit is
‘hopping in the rain’, and the others
are equally joyful…’What a glorious
feeling, we’re happy again’. One
almost expects Gene Kelly to join the
throng! The word play is fun here, and
the illustrations cheery, particularly

at the end when the brightest of
rainbows appears. This should make
the grumpiest of little ones happy. ES

You’re Snug with Me

HHHH
Chitra Soundar, ill. Poonam Mistry,
Lantana, 978 1 911373 47 6, hbk, £11.99
It is the beginning of winter and in
her den in a snow drift Mama Bear
gives birth to two tiny cubs. Curious
about their surroundings and a little
nervous the two bears ask their mother
questions about the wider world. She
tells them about the landscape, the
ice, sea and its creatures and what will
happen when they leave their cosy den.
The story reads like a lullaby with
the reassuring refrain to the nervous
cubs preparing to leave their cosy den
as the seasons pass ‘You’re snug with
me.’ However it also has an important
ecological theme, introducing the
incredible array of animals living in
the polar lands and suggesting their
interdependency and the fragility of their
habitat. It highlights our responsibility
to look after these creatures and our
precious world only taking from it what
we need. This message is reiterated in
the author’s letter to the reader at the
end of the book.
The illustrations are stunning.
Intricately woven in silver, grey and
gold they dazzle the reader revealing
the beauty of the Polar Regions and
its wildlife. Look closely to spot the two
cubs curled inside their mother waiting
to be born, peer under the ocean to
discover the diversity of life there.
Another successful collaboration
from the creators of You’re Safe with
Me. SMc

The Chilly Penguin

HHHH
Constanze von Kitzing, Barefoot
Books, 24pp, 9781782854067,
£5.99 board book
How can this lonely, cold penguin get
warm? He tries several ways, knitting
a long scarf, building a fire, (thankfully
the illustrations show the ice melting
below the flames, Penguin tumbling
into the water. Watch his ever present
bowler hat come adrift in the water,
but as always, it is retrieved and
popped back on his head…) Penguin
tries skating to warm himself but he
is still chilly. He looks about to give
up his efforts when a friend appears,
and Mmmmmm. A warm and snuggly
cuddle chases away those chills. The
thick board pages with well-rounded
corners are painted icy blues and
are definitely chilly throughout. A
careful picture studier will spot the
friend appear on the skating page,
wearing orange skates which are later
discarded for the cuddle. The final page
is wordless, and depicts three huddled
penguins. Maybe children will interpret
the three as “a crowd”, whilst others
will decide the third is an addition to the
family! There is repetition in the text to
encourage participation, and the book
will spark lots of discussion; ‘Why does
he always wear a bowler hat?’ ‘Where
did he get all those logs from, to make a
fire?’ Worth seeking out. GB
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Hubert Horatio. How to Raise
Your Parents

HHHHH
Lauren Child, HarperCollins, 208pp,
9780008264086, £12.99 hbk
First created by Lauren Child in 2004,
that ever-competent child character
Hubert Horatio now reappears in
the latest instalment of events in
the life of the rich but chronically
disorganised Bobton-Trent family. Its
various doings are lavishly illustrated
in scratchy black and white drawings
within which different font sizes come
and go against collage backgrounds
some of which that seem to have
been taken from old wall-papers.
Lauren Child writes at the end about
the enormous pleasure creating this
book has given her, the results of
which are evident on every page.
A meandering, often apparently
pointless story comes alive thanks
to innumerable droll asides, mockserious chapter headings and
drawings that are both witty and
engaging. The whole effect is as if one
of Ivy Compton-Burnett’s now largely
forgotten novels about upper class
family members consistently failing
to communicate with each other
have been re-animated by an author
as gifted with story-telling as she is
clever with the pencil.
With further adventures still to
come, there is much to look forward
to for young readers and for parents
also drawn into this happy melange of
picture and story. Staying Children’s
Laureate until June next year, Lauren
Child somehow manages to keep all the
activities associated with this arduous
role going while still creating new,
delightful books like this one. Hubert
Horatio himself could do no better. NT

for an author to recognise for many
people fear is normal and an everpresent facet of the self. It can, in
fact, seem quite beneficial. Here
Francesca Sanna imagines what
such a fear might look like, a small
slightly shapeless character who
helps keep you safe – fear does help
one avoid danger. What happens
when a situation arrives that is just
too overwhelming? Fear responds,
growing until it becomes a suffocating
ever-present monster that literally
takes over every aspect of life.
Sanna’s
bold
retro
style
illustrations make this complex
situation into something that can be
understood by her young audience.
Her personification of fear makes
it seem a small cuddly creature,
something familiar and manageable.
But something small and cuddly
can become an almost shapeless
monster. She identifies the most
frightening aspect of fear – a sense
of loneliness. Fear stifles. There
way Sanna’s creature dominates
the pages effectively portray this.
However, this is not the end. The
realisation that you are not the only
one who experiences fear, that others
have this little companion, brings the
possibility of control.
The unfussy design of this
picture book allows the author to
convey her message with a real
immediacy. Strong simple colours
and bold shapes illustrate a very
straightforward text that is beautifully
placed on each page presented in
a clear sans serif font. The result is
far from bland, rather it is a powerful
depiction of a feeling that many will
recognise. This is a picture book to
encourage discussion among the
youngest, fostering empathy and
sympathy. FH

Armadillo and Hare

Me and my Fear

HHHHH
Francesca Sanna, Flying Eye, 40pp,
9781911171539, £12.99 hbk
Fear is something we all feel, and
children in particular can be affected,
often hiding what they feel through
shame or a feeling of isolation.
But how can one address this? Often
an author will tackle the subject
taking a particular situation which
may be overcome. It is less usual

HHHH
Jeremy Strong, illus. Rebecca
Bagley, David Fickling Books,
160pp, 978-1788450287, £9.99 hbk
These stories are a delight and
perfect to share with young children
beginning to read for themselves
or as bedtime stories! Best friends
Armadillo and Hare live in the
Big Forest with an assortment of
intriguing neighbours –among them
an invisible stick insect, an acrobatic
wombat and a know-it-all lobster.
Hare loves to play the tuba and
Armadillo has a passion for cheese
sandwiches and they get along just
fine – most of the time.
In these ten stories Armadillo
and Hare variously deal with a nonworking fridge light; a slightly scary
jaguar with big teeth looking for a meal
(ingeniously provided with a cheese
sandwich); a blustery storm in which
Hare is terrified and elephant gets
his head stuck in the window frame
and a flood where their log cabin is

carried away. One of the best stories
is when hare tries to teach Armadillo
to dance to no avail and then loyally
stays by Armadillo’s side at a party
even though he is longing to dance.
But on their way home they pass a
meadow full of flowers where hare
plays his tuba and Armadillo begins to
dance. There is such tenderness and
generosity of friendship in this tale.
The collection is a wonderful
celebration
of
differences
and friendship and finding the
extraordinary in the ordinary. They
way Armadillo and Hare look out for
one another and help each other
overcome their fears is beautifully
portrayed along with the message
that not everything has an answer or
a ready solution.
Expressive
illustrations
by
newcomer Rebecca Bagley add to the
package - hare’s ears are particularly
eloquent. JC

buried page. The more Arlo reads,
the bigger the plant grows, until it
becomes a tree with books as fruit,
and more people started to become
book gardeners. A ripe book falls on
the Mayor‘s head, and he kicks the
tree from which it fell, threatening to
cut down all the trees, but Arlo says
he can’t – they are now a town of
stories. The Mayor has a good meal in
a restaurant, watches a show in the
park and loses himself in a book –
and realises that books are the seeds
of all these good things in life.
Paul Czajak is the author of a series
about Monster and what he thinks he
needs, but he has also written Seaver
the weaver, about a spider who is not
afraid to stand out, and perhaps this
is in a similar vein. Not only is this a
lovely and positive story by, but the
illustrations by Rashin Kheiriyeh are
very imaginative, using a mixture of
paint in varying textures, and collage.
The dandelion clocks are in thick
yellow oil paint; the Mayor’s collar is
indicated as fur by two wispy spotted
feathers, and the books are made out
of pieces of pages in many different
languages. It is very effective, and
there are lots of details to look at and
talk about when sharing this book.
Even the end papers are covered in
open books – this is definitely a book
to treasure. DB

Sing to the Moon

The Book Tree

HHHHH
Paul Czajak, ill. Rashin Kheiriyeh,
Barefoot Books, 32pp,
9781782854050
Anyone who loves books will love
this picturebook! Arlo is nestled in
the branches of a tree, and opens a
book, breathing it in, savouring the
anticipation of a beginning where
anything is possible. Unfortunately,
he drops his book on the Mayor’s
head. The Mayor is furious, and says
books are dangerous, as they act like
seeds, which grow into ideas and then
into questions, so he will tell Arlo all
he needs to know without the use of
books. He destroys all the books in
the library and all over the town. Arlo
chases one page, but it is swallowed
in the muddy earth letter by letter.
Without books, storytime in school
becomes nap time, the restaurants,
without cookbooks, can only serve dry
cereal, and no-one can act out plays
in the theatre. Arlo sadly scratches
‘The End’ (which he thinks is the
worst part of a book) in the dirt- and
then has an idea. He starts writing a
book, and reading to people passing
by, then hears the familiar creak of
a spine: a book is sprouting from the

HHHH
Nansubuga Nagadya Isdahl and
Sandra van Doorn, Lantana 32pp,
9781911373391, £11.99 hbk
What would you wish for? And if you
did have a wish, could it come true?
‘Sing to the moon’, says Jjajja –
Grandad – and maybe it will happen.
This is the invitation to think up all the
wishes that one might want – perhaps
sailing to Zanzibar or flying up into
the sky. But reality is a wet gloomy
day. Nothing exciting or colourful can
happen. Or can it?
This is a lovely picture book at whose
heart is a very particular relationship,
that between a grandparent (here the
grandfather) and grandchild. It is also
about the imagination. It is so easy
to allow boredom to take over – but
within the home there is the potential
for adventure especially when you
have the stories that Grandad can tell
about his childhood. The text weaves
its way across the page – just as
thoughts would weave through the
mind – and bringing the words to
life are the illustrations from Sandra
van Doorn. Her gentle colours and
expansive designs filling each double
spread emphasise the relationship
between the two characters. The
setting is Uganda and both author
and illustrator take us there. There
is never any doubt – and yet there
is nothing unfamiliar, just different.
A picture book can really take its
young audience anywhere, and this
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enchanting book certainly does
that. Let us hope for more from this
talented partnership. FH

Invisible Jerry

HHHH
Adam Wallace, ill. Giuseppe Poli,
EK Books, 32pp, 9778 1 925335 78 1,
£10.99 hbk
In the first two-page spread of this
timely picture book, we see Jerry, the
only colourful figure in a panorama of
people who are shown as simple grey,
black and brown misty figures. They
look happy and involved, but it is Jerry
who stands out. He is lonely; no one
waves at him or says sorry when they
bump into him; they don’t laugh when
he jokes or pick him for their team;
he is invisible. In fact, he is never
picked at all. Then he meets Molly,
and everything changes. She makes
him her friend, listens to him, laughs
at his jokes, and makes him smile.
It is awhile before Jerry realises that
there are other lonely people and that
he, like Molly, could befriend them
too. Then he sees Paul, who is also
‘invisible’, and he and Molly are soon
making him visible. This is a special
picture book about something we are
told as children – to make friends
with the child who always seems to
be on his or her own – and it is told
in highly coloured illustrations, some
of which are shadowed in gloom
when Jerry’s or Paul’s mood is at its
darkest. Highly emotionally charged,
they show children being careless of
others unintentionally and the hurt
this can cause. It’s a great way for
a class to learn that children who
appear different have needs too and
that they must be sensitive to this
possibility. There well may be joys in
doing so. ES

Fearless Mirabelle

HHHHH
Katie Haworth, ill. Nila Aye, Templar,
40pp, 978 1 78741 073 2, £6.99 pbk
Mirabelle and Meg are identical
twins. They look just alike but are
very different inside. As they are in
a circus family, these differences
become obvious. Mirabelle is the
physically brave one. She has no fear,
and her professional acrobat parents
are amazed at her feats of daring do.
Meg, on the other hand, is the noisy
one. She talks all the time, and has
no interest in being an acrobat. This
becomes apparent when her parents
try to train her, and realise she is
terrified of heights. This makes Meg
sad, and she retreats to the caravan
and won’t come out. But after
Mirabelle’s remarkable grand debut,
when she is being interviewed by one
and all, it is she who is terrified and
can’t speak: ‘Mirabelle’s legs wobbled
like jellyfish. Her hands shook like
earthquakes….’ Meg, the fearless
talker, saves the day. She will be
the one at the circus who introduces
Mirabelle and does all the talking. The
illustrator of this smashing picture

book says her pictures are ‘retro
modern with a cute twist’ and so they
are. Full of the brightness and fun
of the circus, they will be enjoyed by
parents and children alike. ES

Once Upon a Magic Book

HHH
Lily Murray, ill. Katie Hickey,
Lincoln Children’s Books, 32pp,
9781786030733, £11.99 hbk
This
search-and-find
adventure
picturebook is fairly challenging.
Starting in the magic toyshop, Jack
and Sophie (who is illustrated as AfroCaribbean or mixed-race) have to find
various items on each of 13 pages in
different settings to enable them to
get to their next adventure and defeat
the witch who is trying to stop them.
Some of the items are easy to spot,
but some are quite tricky. Fortunately,
there is help at the back of the book,
and the text under the pictures,
with the answers ringed in red, also
suggests other things to look for, so
the reader, or rather the helping adult,
is evidently expected to refer to these
pages throughout. There are lots of
characters to look for – does Rapunzel
really need rescuing? The pirates have
a quest – but what are they looking
for? Three little mice on each doublepage spread are helpful, but is the
Giant on their side, or not? There
is a lot to look at, but the pages are
somewhat cluttered, and it not always
easy to find all the items. Finding the
escaped animals is not too difficult,
but many items are quite small.
There is certainly a lot to look at, and
the reader could just follow certain
characters through the settings.
The font is ‘Mrs White’, which was
designed to look like primary school
handwriting, so this might be helpful
for those children who have managed
to write in this way. DB

Happy: A Children’s Book
of Mindfulness

HHHHH
Nicola Edwards, ill. Katie Hickey,
Caterpillar Books, 32pp,
978 1 84857 717 6, £11.99 hbk
Mindfulness is one of the ‘in’ things
these days, and this gentle, lovely
book featuring five children of different
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colours and interests fulfils the diversity
demand too. We meet them separately
and together, and at the very end,
they are all sleeping in the same bed
– a metaphor for the need to share in
every way. But the main theme of the
story is techniques to help us live in
the moment, and this is accomplished
with two-page spreads, a poem on one
side and a charming and beautifully
presented illustration on the other. The
colours are soothing and the children
happy because they are learning how
to cope with worries, problems and
differences. Listening, feeling, relaxing,
tasting, touching, discovering, smelling,
loving – and, finally, appreciating are
all given as ways to help us live in the
moment. ‘It feels good to give thanks
at the day’s end for the pink blushing
sky overhead, a hot meal, comfy shoes,
or a good friend, and the warmth of
a soft cosy bed.’ These things do feel
good, and this picture book will help
small worriers – and even those who
don’t worry – develop tools to help
themselves to calmness of mind
and body. ES

The Dog That Saved Christmas

HHHH
Nicola Davies, illus Mike Byrne,
Barrington Stoke, 96pp,
9781781127698, £6.99 pbk
Unlike the rest of his family, Jake
really doesn’t enjoy Christmas. It
upsets his normal daily routine, both
at home and at school, and causes
him to get frustrated and angry.
With the festive season looming,
he decides that his best option is to
remove Christmas from the calendar
completely, without the knowledge
of his family. At first, everything goes
well as he manages to alter the date
on everyone’s phones to much earlier
in the year. However, Jake soon
realises that his plan is doomed to
failure and runs away to seek refuge
in his favourite place, the local
churchyard. While there he meets a
lost dog called Susan and, over the
next few days, realises that he needs
her love and companionship as much
as she needs his. Will Susan help
Jake to change his view on Christmas,
and what will happen when her true
owners ask for her back?
The Dog That Saved Christmas is
an emotionally rewarding short story
and one of the latest additions to the
excellent Barrington Stoke range.
Although it isn’t explicitly stated, Jake
has a form of autism, which is handled
sensitively and with humour by author
Nicola Davies. The members of Jake’s
family are supportive and always do
their best to understand how he views
things, although occasionally find
some of his behaviour difficult to deal
with. The tender relationship between
Jake and Susan develops throughout
the course of the story and, when
Jake’s heartfelt Christmas card to his
canine friend is read aloud, it is an
extremely emotional moment.
This is a wonderful book to read
aloud to a Year 2 or 3 class in the runup to Christmas and could easily be
completed within a week. Jake’s fears
and worries would be shared many

other children, and the book provides
several
excellent
opportunities
for discussion about what is truly
important over the festive period.
Highly recommended! JBid

The Truth Pixie

HHH
Matt Haig, ill. Chris Mould,
Canongate, 119pp, 978 1 78689
432 8 1, £9.99, hbk
Following the success of his other
festive favourites, including The Girl
Who Saved Christmas, Matt Haig has
delivered another comic gift for young
readers - just in time for Christmas.
The Truth Pixie, as her name
suggests, is always honest...brutally
honest. This may seem a noble
quality but, in her fantasy world of
enormous trolls and ugly elves, it gets
her into lots of trouble. She can’t even
tell the tiniest of fibs so, when asked
how an elf’s hair looks, or how a
friendly troll’s breath smells, she has
no choice but to tell the awful truth: ‘It
looks like a thousand ugly wires.’ This
is not a good way to make friends and
the Truth Pixie soon ends up rather
sad, and very lonely.
Written entirely in verse that
mimics the metre of The Night Before
Christmas, the story has a warm
and festive tone that is well-suited to
long winter’s nights in the Christmas
holidays. There are strong seasonal
themes of hope, kindness and good
will, too, as the Truth Pixie meets a
kindred spirit who helps her see the
value of her gift.
Chris Mould’s illustrations are
typically brilliant, simultaneously
gruesome and adorable. Funny and
frenetic creatures leap from page to
page, in monochrome, dancing to the
beat of the poetry.
At times, this poetry is rather
forced; the author reaches for phrases
to fit that don’t quite hit the mark: ‘If
everything was perfect, every single
day/ You’d never know the good from
the just-about-okay.’ There is also
occasional toilet humour, which,
though it will tickle younger readers,
rather contradicts an otherwise
charming and whimsical tone.
Like the Grinch and Ebineezer
Scrooge, The Truth Pixie heaps
misery upon her companions but,
deep down, is just a lonely so-andso in need of a friend. She might not
be a Christmas classic, but her story
is lively and engaging with a catchy
tempo that many children will enjoy...
honestly. SD

Rosie Revere and the
Raucous Riveters

HHHH
Andrea Beaty, ill.David Roberts,
144pp, Amulet Books,
978 1 4197 3360 1, £8.99, hbk
This is the first of a new series
entitled The Questioneers by the team
who created the highly successful
picturebook series which introduced
eponymous heroes Rosie Revere
Engineer, Iggy Peck Architect and Ada
Twist Scientist. Now in first chapter
book format young fans can continue
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to follow this memorable trio as they
tackle new problems using their
scientific and technical know-how.
In this first Questioneer story Rosie
Revere had been unsuccessfully trying
to solve her zoo keeper uncle’s snake
problem using copious amounts of
ketchup when another relative in
need of her engineering help arrives.
Aunt Rose takes her to meet a group
of (presumably very?) elderly ladies
who had been the Blue River Riveters,
working on air plane assembly lines
during the Second World War. One of
them, June, has broken her wrists and
is in plaster. Rosie’s task is to create
an invention to enable June to take
part in a forthcoming art competition.
Together with friends Iggy and Ada
and unexpected help from mysterious
neighbour Mrs Lu, Rosie invents the
Paintapalooza, which after a few false
starts proves a successful invention.
With the theme of perseverance,
helping others, and the nature
of home this story also raises
awareness of the role of women in
war work and introduces the original
Rosie the Riveter. Additional pages
encourage young readers to find out
about the life stories older people in
their communities may be able to tell.
An engaging story with humour and
perfectly matched illustrations and
layout including pages from Ada’s
notebook showing her ideas, design
notes and false starts. There is also
information (and a poem) about
valves exploring the physics behind
the imaginary Paintapalooza. SMc

and velvety, with the constellations
startlingly picked out in animal
silhouettes, the boy sleeping below.
Woken by a bright ray of sunshine, he
finds he is surrounded by a number of
curious but friendly creatures. Quick,
turn another page and one is abruptly
met by large, facial close-ups of each
of these creatures; owl and wart-hog,
badger and mouse, squirrel and hare,
and even the little boy himself, each
with wide, round, staring eyes. The
next page is filled by an enormous
brown bear, seeming to carry on a
conversation with the boy. Together
the animals and the boy happily
drink, eat, dance and play, and create
some amazing cave paintings. The
gentle touches of humour will not go
unnoticed; the two tiny mice, alert
and high up on the bear’s back, the
bear sporting the boy’s cap as they
cave paint. Meanwhile, the father is
calling, calling for his son, shouting
into the white wilderness. Wanting his
father, Bear escorts the boy home, the
reunion is joyous. The final page turns
the seasons as man and boy sit in a
grassy meadow in sunshine, along
with all their new friends; racoon,
fox, rabbit, mouse and big brown
bear. What a stunning, atmospheric
book to enjoy with a child on a cold
winter’s night. We are reminded of
the enormous value of the wordless
picture book in this not to be missed
book. A child’s imagination will be
set alight by the clarity and beauty
of the magical pictures, whilst older
readers will marvel at the atmosphere
created by the text with these rich
illustrations. GB

Two Kings

Once Upon a Snowstorm

HHHHH
Richard Johnson, Faber & Faber,
32pp, 978 0 571 33929 7 £6.99 pbk
This is a breathtakingly beautiful
picture book by an exceptionally
talented illustrator. One turns the
pages slowly, almost reverentially,
realising the absence of words whilst
being swept along, always alert to the
story line, by the magical illustrations.
A father and son explore the wintery
scene outside, with the wind blowing
through the forest, the dancing
snowflakes in the shapes of hares,
foxes, reindeer. The two explorers
become separated, and the boy, cold
and lost, seeks night shelter in a cave.
The next page-turn reveals a sky, black

HHHH
Emma Lewis, Tate Publishing, 32pp,
9781849 6596 1, £11.99 hbk8pp,
9781788541671, £10.99 hbk
Inspired by the colours and imagery
of the Bayeux tapestry, Emma Lewis
has created an anti-war parable for
all ages. It begins with the death of a
king and the ensuing dispute between
an earl and a duke over his erstwhile
kingdom. Almost inevitably the
subjects of the two lands separated
by a stretch of water, are, despite
their reluctance and a sign up above,
drawn into a full-scale war. The fierce
battle between the two armies results
in heavy losses on both sides and the
death of both earl and duke, leaving
the remaining people bewildered at
the needless destruction.
Invaded and invaders decide to work
together to rebuild the country and
slowly, little by little, with input from
everyone, a new nation is forged: a
new nation that will always remember
the pointlessness of war and the vital
importance of a lasting peace.
The tale of power hungry leaders
and their selfish vanity unfolds in
linear fashion as in the Bayeux
Tapestry. However from the very first
spread, Emma Lewis introduces
incongruous images – photos of

modern day crowds watching the
funeral procession, a group of WW1
cavalry men lining up as part of
the invasion preparations and the
invasion fleet itself including threemasted sailing ships, two and three
funnel steam ships and modern
speed boats, thus transforming the
story from a simple history lesson into
a tale for all times. JB

Franklin and Luna Go to the
Moon

HHHH
Jen Campbell, ill. Katie Harnett,
Thames & Hudson, 32pp,
978 500651469, £11.99 hbk
This is the second story to feature
the delightful duo, Franklin the story
loving dragon and his best friend
Luna. Fuelled by their avid passion
for reading the two have a thirst for
adventure and now with Franklin
having reached the ripe old age of six
hundred and five, Luna decides it’s
time to go on an adventure in search
of her friend’s long lost family.
During the course of their travels
they encounter all kinds of weird
and wonderful characters including
spaghetti-eating yetis, Shakespeare
loving vampires, volleyball playing
elves and roller skate wearing, disco
dancing unicorns; but no dragons.
Footsore and weary they’re no nearer
finding that elusive dragon family.
But then, Neil Armstrong – love that
name – Luna’s pet tortoise notices
something way up in the sky above.
In the time it takes to tickle Franklin’s
nostrils and cause him to sneeze, the
three of them are zooming off into
space, lunar bound.
What they discover upon landing
appears at first to be a distinct lack
of dragons, but then footprints in
the sand and a familiar sound lead
the three adventurers to a hoard
of silvery dragons. Joy of joys, it’s
Franklin’s family at last and even
more wonderful perhaps is the fact
that they too are lovers of stories.
Despite his happiness at discovering
his roots, this lunar landscape is
no longer home to Franklin, so the
reunion party must end with promises
of things to come …
With its magical text and dreamily
delicious illustrations (a mix of full
page, double spread and vignette),
this discovering your origins book is
another triumph for the Campbell/
Harnett duo. Bring on adventure
number three. JB

The Wobbly Waitress

HHHH
Lisa Stickley, Tate Publishing, 32pp,
978 1 8497 6592 3, £11.99 hbk
No, it isn’t Mrs Wobble from the Happy
Families series making a comeback;
this waitress is a giraffe named
Mabel, an employee at the zoo café
where, rather surprisingly, her fellow
workers are all animals, not so most
of the customers however.
Lisa Stickley’s story – told from the
viewpoint of child narrator Ada who
is eating at the café - focuses on one
particular Tuesday when Mabel has
a severe attack of the hiccups. The
result is, that try as she might, this
heretofore, excellent member of staff
wobbles left and right with disastrous
consequences. Bolognaise splatters
over a gentleman’s newly cleaned
shoes; ice-cream sundae ends up
smothering an elegant lady’s hair and
macaroni cascades all over the floor.
Her customers and fellow workers
are sympathetic but poor Mabel is
distraught nonetheless.
Something must be done to effect a
cure. Various possibilities are considered
until a realistic plan is agreed upon: will it
have the desired outcome?
Told in rhyme, Lisa Stickley’s
story bounces along nicely with the
added fun of the anticipatory repeat
refrain: ‘She wobbled to the left … she
wobbled to the right … She tried to
keep steady with all of her might, BUT
…’ while the author has fun portraying
the food fiascos in her action-packed
mixed media illustrations that will
surely bring on some giggles from
young listeners. JB

Jingle Spells

HHH
James Brown, Simon and Schuster,
29pp, 9781471170584, £6.99 pbk
Jingle Spells is about a little witch
surrounded by other little witches who
absolutely love Halloween. Everything
they do and surround themselves
with has a Halloween theme BUT
Trixie (the little witch) loves Christmas
instead.
She yearns to try and help her
friends understand why she loves
Christmas so decides to write to
Santa himself for help. She is very
disappointed when she receives a
letter back saying she is still on the
naughty list along with all her other
witch friends.
She decides the
only thing she can do is go and see
Santa himself so she sets off on her
broomstick along with her trusty cat.
However, when she gets there there is
a problem - all Santa’s elves are sick.
Will Christmas go ahead?
The book has a very Christmassy
feel to it with lots of sweet illustrations.
Lots of the pages have full page
pictures which gives a very colourful
feel. The language is a little bit cheeky
– there’s a mention of snot at one
point-which will no doubt appeal!
It’s a good little story for Christmas
probably more than Halloween itself
– the front cover even has an extra
bit of glittery on for that Christmassy
feel. SG
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Oscar the Hungry Unicorn

HHH
Lou Carter, ill. Nikki Dyson,
Orchard Books, 32pp, £6.99 pbk
Oscar is a little pink. plump unicorn
who eats his way through his stable
and then proceeds to continue to eat
his way through different possible
‘homes’ for him so that nobody wants
him at all.
There’s lots of silly moments in this
fun book-for example eating through
a pirate ship leaving them sinking
into the sea and eating through the
Troll’s bridge. Children will enjoy the
links with other fairy tales they knowit would be a lovely starter for some
writing activities to maybe think
about other characters that might be
affected by Oscar’s eating habits.
The story has much humour in itthere are lots of asides in brackets
about Oscar’s journey and how there
isn’t much left. There is an effective
little signpost halfway through to
remind us of all the places Oscar has
eaten his way through.
The illustrations are big and
bold with lots of rainbow and pink
across the whole page. Oscar
himself is rather plump discerning
sort of character who has the same
expression throughout the book
despite having different things to eat.
There is a fantastic amount of unicorn
paraphernalia about at the minute so
this book will definitely appeal to that
unicorn market. SG

What’s for Lunch,
Papa Penguin?

HHHH
Jo Williamson, Scholastic, 32pp,
978 1 407162 14 0, £6-99, pbk
This is perfect for food lovers
everywhere, and for those interested
in learning about different countries
of the world. Just dive into this fishy
tale for some frolicsome fun. A happy
penguin is being one in the long
queue at Papa’s and Pip’s café, the
best in the Antarctic, for veritable
feasts of fish. Fish for breakfast, lunch
and dinner; fried fish, grilled or baked
….even fish ice cream! But what to
do when Frank turns up announcing
he is fed up with fish and wants
something different? A dilemma for
Papa Penguin but he comes up with a
plan. This entails a very long trip on a
liner… Pip constantly asking, ‘Are we
there yet?’ until finally they ARE there.
Trailing their trolley and armed with a
map, Papa P discovers with interest
that different creatures have different
food preferences. The penguins
load their trolley with bread rolls,
cheese with holes, even chocolate
shakes. Their encounters with
world-wide animals are well told in
Williamson’s jokey illustrations until,
with overflowing trolley they head for
home. Here, they bake and baste,
test and taste, slice, dice and ice until
FINALLY the café is ready to be reopened. Have you guessed the punch

line? What does Frank select? ‘Just
FISH, please.’ A delightful book, full of
humour in the quirky illustrations with
a clear, narrative text. GB

Daddy Hairdo

HHHHH
Francis Martin, ill. Claire Powell,
Simon and Schuster, 32pp,
978 1 4711 4787 6, £6-99, pbk
This book made me laugh out loud,
finding I was immediately turning
back to the beginning to read it all
over again, this time to take in every
added nuance in the illustrations,
which brim with humour and visual
storytelling. These start in the
dedications…For Dad, my HAIR-O.
At birth, Amy has little hair, whereas
Dad, proudly, has lots. As Amy grows,
so does her hair, lusciously, whilst
Dad’s rapidly disappears. Together
they search for Dad’s lost hair, and
research the problem…. [We see
discarded copies of The Case of the
Disappearing Fringe; Easy Steps to
find your Follicles; Vanished into Thin
Hair; Heats, Crimps and Leaves…]
Meanwhile, Amy’s hair grows and
grows to incredible lengths, taking
a lot of looking after and causing all
sorts of problems, especially on windy
or wet days. Imagine the illustrations,
her hair pegged out on the line to dry!
Soon her hair is so long she can’t
even stand on the floor anymore and
has to be carried around. Despite
all the problems, Amy loves her hair,
and looks to her Dad to find some
sort of solution. So he studies bizarre
hairdos, and practises his ideas on
topiary until he feels ready to reveal
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Ed’s Choice
The Afterwards

HHHHH
A. F. Harrold, Illustrated by Emily
Gravett, Bloomsbury, 197pp,
978-1-408894-31-6, £12.99 hbk
December (or as she is usually
called, Ember) and Ness are the
very best friends. Then Ness dies.
Ember’s life has an empty hole. Ness
was so alive and she should be alive.
Ember decides she must rescue
Ness. There will be consequences
... but surely a true friend must be
prepared to pay the price?
The myth of Orpheus and
Eurydice resonates across the ages,
expressing as it does the anger and
frustration felt when faced by the
death of someone very close. A. F.
Harrold takes the myth and creates
a narrative that is both relevant and
immediate for a young audience.
His Afterwards is a perfectly –
and terrifying – imagined space.
This is no colourful heaven, no
gorgeous angels, rather we have a
grey limbo (recalling, perhaps, the
existence experienced by Greek
heroes on death) where the dead
may be pinned by the unrelenting
backward looking memories of the
living. It is a frightening image and
this is not a cosy, comfortable read.
It is however a very satisfying one
since Harrold has both imagined
a very believable Afterwards that
is consistent and logical as well
as creating characters who step
off the page, inviting the reader to
share their feelings, to join them.
Ember, in particular, is a very real
girl whose actions and decisions

Old Toffer’s Book of
Consequential Dogs

…..THE DADDY HAIRDO! From Amy’s
long locks he creates The Ice Cream
Cone, the Rings of Saturn, and his
personal favourite, the Triple Beehive.
How to end such a tale? Enough is
enough, for problems also follow all
these fantastic hairdos. Find this
hilhairious book to share with your
children, your beloved aunt, your bald
uncle and especially your favourite
hairdresser. So much more than a tall
tale…. The illustrations will make you
laugh aloud too! GB
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HHHHH
Christopher Reid, illustrated
by Elliot Elam, Faber, 115pp,
9780571334094, £14.99 hbk
TOriginally planned by T S Eliot but
never actually started, this present
title was to be the companion volume
to his Old Possum’s Book of Practical
Cats, first published in 1939. This
entirely new light verse collection has
appeared under Eliot’s original title,
taken from his occasional chauffeur
who once explained to the poet that
his own non-pedigree pet was ‘not
what you’d call a consequential dog.’
Christopher Reid, the replacement
poet, was also Poetry Editor at Faber
for eight years, and while not in the
same league as his great forebear
is still a fiendishly good and creative
rhymester. Accompanying illustrations
by Elliot Elam are also a joy, using only

are entirely believable; she is not
a mere story-book heroine. Above
all it is Harrold’s use of language
that captures the atmosphere
of his narrative. He is a poet, his
words and his sense of style bring
a conciseness, a sense of rhythm,
a directness to the text that rings
true encouraging the reader to the
page and read on to the end. This
is prose that can be read aloud as
well as it can be read in the quiet
of a personal space. Providing an
ideal visual accompaniment are the
illustrations and page decoration
by Emily Gravett. Here we can
see Ember, visualise the contrast
between the two worlds epitomised
by the reds worn by the living, feel
the greyness. This is indeed a
perfect pairing of two artists, one
with words, the other with line. And
weaving his way through it all is the
cat. Those familiar with Harrold’s
previous novels will recognise him
– the catalyst, the companion and
here perhaps the psychopomp. FH
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two colours and never at a loss for
bang on amusing detail.
So here is a book for all ages.
Children may not pick up references
to Caruso or the avant-garde, but
they will always have a clear notion of
where each particular poem is going.
The twenty-two on offer, some of them
stretching over three pages, explore
the inhabitants of a varied canine
world from a sleepy Dog Detective to a
fearfully pampered but totally frustrated
lap dog. The whole book is beautifully
produced and has a pleasantly oldfashioned look to it. And while Reid’s
poems use orthodox rhyming schemes
and regular metres, his wit is topical
and never in the least predictable. This
is a book to possess and enjoy. NT

step ahead of hapless PC L.O. Elloe
(yes, every opportunity to squeeze a
joke out of this is taken). But there’s
something strange about the phone
too – could it have something to do
with the disappearance of a young
girl?
Structured like the best farce with
characters tumbling through doors,
a lot of fast talking and even quicker
thinking, the action will certainly keep
young readers on their toes. One
of the book’s particular pleasures
however is the narrative voice, which
communicates directly with readers
via a series of footnotes (100 in total),
commenting on the action, reminding
us of important plot developments
and clues, and sharing jokes. A fun,
frenetic read that sneaks all sorts of
fascinating historical facts in with the
adventure. MMa

Into the Jungle. Stories for
Mowgli

Wiggott’s Wonderful
Waxworld: Terror Train

HHHH
Terry Deary, Scholastic, 9781407179346, 400pp, £6.99 pbk
It’s a work of fiction, but there’s
certainly lots of horrible history in
Terry Deary’s new book, the first in a
series. Terror Train is a fantastical tale
combining animatronics, time travel,
the spookiest of spooky waxworks,
and lots of humour.
The MacGuffin is a new smartphone
– in fact, a very, very smart phone –
stolen from its dastardly creator by a
boy known throughout the novel as
Boy, who is under orders to deliver
it to the mysterious Dr Wiggott in his
office in his Wonderful Waxworld.
Stealing the phone isn’t a problem
for Boy, who is an expert thief, but the
second part of his task is a lot harder:
there’s something very strange about
the Waxworld, and venturing out of
the train carriages that carry you
through it takes you into the real
worlds of the scenes represented –
not fun if it’s the deck of Blackbeard’s
pirate ship, the torture chamber of
the Tower of London, or Lindisfarne
moments before the Vikings arrive.
Fortunately for Boy, the phone in his
pocket helps him out of a variety of
sticky situations, and keeps him one

HHHH
Katherine Rundell, illustrated by
Kristjana S Williams, Macmillan,
234pp, 9781509822317, £16.99 hbk
Children now know The Jungle Book
almost exclusively from its animated
film version, which leaves Katherine
Rundell a free hand to tell her stories
in the way she likes without having
to replicate any of Kipling’s former
prose sonorities. And she does so
supremely well, making every word
work in a way the master would surely
have appreciated. Her five actionpacked tales involving Mowgli and a
different animal friend and mentor
mix the exotic with everyday forest life
in just the right balance. Cheerfully
anthropocentric and always up for
a chat, her animal characters also
kill, scavenge and fight, although
there is nothing about their sex lives.
Illustrated as discreetly naked for
the most part, Mowgli too shows no
intimation of the growing feelings that
eventually led him to look for a mate
in Kipling’s great original. The addition
of Kristjana’s wonderfully glowing
illustrations adds extra quality to an
already outstanding book.
Disappointingly Rundell chooses to
finish off her narrative with a boring,
over-extended battle between good

and bad members of the animal
kingdom. Exhortations to win the
good fight above all else seems an
increasingly threadbare strategy for
solving long-term problems in life or in
fiction, and the evil Great White Ape
living and plotting at the top of his
mountain is the only character who
fails to convince. The demonisation
of his monkey followers along with
that permanently grumpy tiger Shere
Khan also seems out of place in
fiction otherwise stressing the interdependence of animal species all
with a right to their own existence.
But this cavil apart, Rundell has done
an excellent job. She tells a good
story well, providing her illustrator
with ample opportunities to add
memorable extra ingredients to an
already richly imagined scenario. NT

that tastes of wishes. What about an
ice-cream that can grant a wish – a
wish that could free a princess? But
this requires a blue moon – which
only happens sometime never. Can
the mysterious Mr Tiger help? And
what giant dangers will Betsy and her
friends face to achieve their wish?

The Lost Magician

HH
Piers Torday, Quercus, 330 pp,
9781786540515, £12.99 hbk
Piers Torday is a writer capable of
inventing magical universes that
stay totally believable. But he is
not at his considerable best in this
novel. Written as a modern take on
C.S.Lewis’s classic The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe, the whole venture
feels forced and lacking in creative
excitement. This absence of conviction
is also reflected in his laboured
writing. The opening three pages
employ the word ‘very’ five times,
not a good start, and it reappears
three times more before the end of
the first chapter. By this time a family
connection is described as ‘shrouded
in mystery’ and young characters
are twice described as ‘sprawled’ on
different items of furniture. It could
be legitimate pastiche to imitate some
of Lewis’s dialogue at it most hearty,
as here, but he almost always chose
his other words on the page more
carefully than this.
Partially coming to the rescue is a
lively story where a post-war family of
four children enter a hidden library
in which another savage conflict is
still raging. This is between favourite
characters from fiction and their
opposing forces out to destroy
them in the attempt to found a new
order based solely on facts. There
is excitement and movement here,
with the whole novel ending on a
note of suspense in preparation
for the two more instalments still to
come. But working in the shade of an
acknowledged classic is never easy,
and all this ambitious but flawed story
finally achieves is to remind readers
how good C.S.Lewis was when he first
started writing for children. NT

Mr Tiger, Betsy and the
Blue Moon

HHHH
Sally Gardner Illustrated by
Nick Maland, Zephyr, 142pp,
978-1-786697-17-2, £10.99 hbk
Betsy’s mother is a mermaid, her
father makes ice-cream, her home
is an island. Life is perfect – or is it?
Then Mr Glory creates an ice-cream

Sally Gardner can always surprise.
In this beautiful little package of a
book she delivers a light-hearted
adventure that brings to mind such
classics as Thurber’s Thirteen Clocks.
However the element of the ridiculous
is perfectly controlled, and delivered
with such confidence that there is no
difficulty in accepting a family where
the mother is a mermaid who spends
most of day in the sea, or ice-cream
that can grant wishes. The assured
voice of the narrator instantly and
effortlessly transports to this world
where imagination reigns; vocabulary,
simple sentences, dialogue, concise
description and above all wonderfully
alliterative phrases paint a picture in the
mind. Bringing the text to life and adding
another dimension are Nik Maland’s
quirky, lively illustrations which perfectly
compliment and echo the narrator’s
tone. Finally the publishers have
chosen a very idiosyncratic production,
initially surprising, printing the text blue
ink on a white ground, white on a blue.
However, by ensuring that the text is a
clear sans-serif font it is both accessible
and fun. What a delight to read. FH

The Missing Barbegazi

HHH
H.S. Norup, Pushkin Children’s Books,
256pp, 9781782691815, £6.99 pbk
This wintry story is set in the Swiss
Alps where Tessa lives with her family.
Before his death, Tessa’s beloved
grandfather always insisted that
barbegazi, creatures from Swiss and
French folklore that look like a mix of
troll, gnome and yeti with long white
beards and huge feet for moving
on snow, really existed.
Tessa’s
determination to find a barbegazi and
prove him right leads her to Gawion.
Gawion is young, in barbegazi terms,
and he has problems of his own. His
barbegazi family is starving without
the berries that Tessa’s grandfather
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used to bring to them and his sister has
been kidnapped by a sinister scientist.
Adventures, misunderstandings and
unlikely friendships ensue as Tessa
and Gawion both learn about the
importance of trust, friendship, families
and knowing when to keep a secret.
This is a contemporary adventure
story with the atmosphere of a
north European folk tale. The snowy
mountain setting and the cold are
well conveyed as would be expected
from a Danish author who lives in
Switzerland and who loves to ski. The
publisher’s aim is to share tales from
different languages and cultures and,
although the plot becomes a little
complicated at times, this title should
certainly transport its readers to an
unfamiliar and icy world. SR

Alastair Humphreys’ Great
Adventurers

HHHHH
Alastair Humphreys, illustrator
Kevin Ward, Big Picture Press,
9781783708413, £16.99, hbk
Alastair Humphreys is probably best
known as the explorer who spent four
years cycling 46000 miles through
more than 60 countries. He has also
run multiple marathons across the
Sahara, rowed the Atlantic and walked
the entire length of India. In this book,
he takes the opportunity to share
his passion for exploration by writing
about twenty of the adventurers
who inspired him. Some of them are
already well known, such as Amelia
Earhart, who flew solo across the
Atlantic, and Ranulph Fiennes, who
is probably most notorious for sawing
off the tips of his own fingers after
getting severe frostbite. However, I
found the stories of the less famous
characters equally as fascinating.
Readers could not fail to be inspired
by the likes of Rick Hansen, paralysed
in an accident at the age of 15, who
pushed himself round the world in his
wheelchair, and Robyn Davidson, who
trekked across the Australian outback
accompanied only by her four camels.

The first thing you notice when
you pick up this wonderful book is
its colourful, subtly embossed front
cover and high-quality feel. Closer
inspection reveals an enthralling
combination of stories, comic strips,
maps, illustrations, recipes, survival
tips and trivia (did you know that
most Nepalese Sherpas are named
after the day of the week on which
they were born?). There’s a balance
of male and female adventurers, with
many different countries and cultures
being represented.
This is the kind of book that
children will enjoy dipping into as
it is one that can be returned to
on numerous occasions. The short
mini-biographies only take a few
minutes to share with a class, and
several of them could be used
as an exciting starting point for a
topic. Reading about the exploits of
Apsley Cherry-Garrard who, having
lost his tent, survived a blizzard
at temperatures of -60°C, before
beginning to learn about Antarctica
would capture the interest of even
the most disinterested pupil. Great
Adventurers is suitable across the
entire Key Stage 2 range and I highly
recommend it. I thoroughly enjoyed
reading it and cannot wait to share
its thrilling tales with my students.
JBid

Blazing a Trail

HHHH
Sarah Webb illus Lauren O’Neill,
O’Brien Press, 978-1788490047,
64pp, £14.99 hbk
The success of Goodnight Stories for
Rebel Girls has prompted a host
of books describing the lives and
impact of women who, in the words
of Ireland’s first female president
Mary Robinson, ‘instead of rocking
the cradle, rocked the system’
and this is an excellent addition
to the canon. It features over
two dozen women, from chieftain
Granuaile, commanding the seas
in the 16th century, to Robinson
herself, still fighting today to give
everyone in the world an equal
say. The list is wonderfully varied
– here are suffragists, scientists,
artists, aviators, entrepreneurs
and sportswomen, and their lives
and achievements are energetically
though thoughtfully summed up
in Sarah Webb’s text, one page
per subject. A successful author
of fiction, Webb gets the tone spot
on, lively and engaging with a real
sense of excitement and awe at the
way her subjects negotiated the
obstacles in their way to pioneer
a trail for women. Lauren O’Neill’s
accompanying full page illustrations
have equal amounts of vigour
bringing these women to colourful
life.
Though the women are all Irish,
their adventures take us across the
world, from Europe to America and
South Africa and there’s a global
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feel to the book. At the same time,
readers will get a strong sense of
Ireland, and how its unique history
has provided a seedbed for those
ready to question and challenge
the way things are. I’m particularly
intrigued by vet Aleen Cust; by
Nellie Cashman, gold prospector
and businessman; and by Margaret
Bulkley, who lived her life as James
Barry in order to study and practice
medicine – but everyone will have
their own favourites here. A book to
inspire all readers. LS

Corey’s Rock

HHHHH
Sita Brahmachari, ill. Jane
Ray, Otter-Barry Books, 96pp,
9781910959978, £10.99 hbk
Isla and her parents have newly moved
to the Orkney Islands from Edinburgh
hoping a fresh start will help them
cope with the recent loss of Isla’s
younger brother Corey. They scatter
petals in the sea, one for each year of
his life and name the rock they stand
on after him. Isla finds it hard to cope
with her own grief and that of her
mother who has become so distant
towards her. She is reluctant to be the
new girl at school even with the novelty
of a daily walk along the shore, she will
have no friends there and everyone
will know about her loss.
Isla seeks refuge in Selkie stories,
told by her father and discovered
at the library, these folk tales and
reports of shipwrecked refugees
past and present merge in her mind
with her memories of Corey to create
dream like sequences where she
meets her brother.
With
time
things
change,
Corey makes a friend, her mother
rediscovers the joy of her previous
job as a midwife and the cycle of life
continues with a new birth, a child
named after the brother Isla has lost.
This is a moving and beautifully
written story about grief and coping
with change. It includes mystical
references to magical creatures
and hints of reincarnation. The
illustrations perfectly complement
the text, evoking both the island
setting and the dream like sequences
beautifully. SMC

HHH
Steve Cole, ill. Tim Archibold,
Zephyr, 192pp, 9781786699312,
£12.99 hbk
The gross, the gruesome and the
grubby are celebrated in this children’s
comedy. Ten Nasty Little Toads are ten
short stories, each chronicling the
vomitous behaviour of an especially
horrible child. It is an antidote to fairy
tales and a fun collection of alternative
bedtime stories. Cherry Oddfellow is a
dirty little toad, who, literally, never
takes a bath, and becomes a hideous
monstrosity of germs and grime. But
even Cherry seems clean and innocent
compared to Jacques LaConk, who
really is a disgusting little toad. Children
will empathise with Jacques’ rather
common habit of picking his nose, but
his passion for collecting scabs and
trapping bodily gases in jars will turn
even the strongest of stomachs. Tim
Archibold’s colourful cartoons make
such revolting elements of the story
even more real.
Other revolting characters include
a spoiled little brat who requires
intergalactic intervention to mend his
ways, and a pair of junk food-guzzling
twins who undertake a war on fruit
and vegetables.
Each tale begins with a description
of the nasty little toads’ horrid habits,
before new characters are introduced
to teach the terrors a lesson or
deliver punishment upon them.
The individual stories are enjoyably
simple and silly, though storytelling
is secondary at all times to lengthy,
indulgent descriptions of the
children’s dirty habits. This will offer
instant glee to its juvenile audience,
but means that few of the stories are
likely to live long in the memory..SD

A Dangerous Game

HHHH
Malorie Blackman, Barrington
Stoke, 80pp, 9 781781 128237,
£6.99 pbk
Sam is desperate to go on a school
trip to Scotland but his parents are
very reluctant to let him because he
has sickle cell disease and his health
is a constant worry. This extra caution
has led to Sam being the target for
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bullies and a reputation as a wimp
at school. However amazingly Sam is
allowed to go and he is really excited.
Unfortunately, he is put in a group
with the worst of his tormentors for an
orienteering activity. The ring leader,
Brandon, decides to break the ‘keep
to the path rule’ to try to win putting
the whole group in danger. Should
Sam tell the adult group leader his
companions have re drawn the map?
The situation becomes life threatening
when Brandon falls into a freezing
and fast moving river and for Sam too
when the conditions and his efforts to
rescue his erstwhile tormentor trigger
a medical emergency.
An exciting story from former
Children’s
Laureate
Malorie
Blackman. With themes of bullying,
bravery, inner strength and resolve,
it also provides an insight into the
perspective of a sick child struggling
to lead a normal life. In addition, there
is the indication that what may seem
annoying rules are often in place for a
very good reason!
With super readable text and
presentation from Barrington Stoke,
specialist publishers in this area,
this is an accessible and exciting
independent read for children 8+
who need to develop confidence and
reading stamina. SMc

The Pony with No Name

HHH
Tracey Corderoy, Simon and
Schuster, 220pp, 9781471170416,
£6.99 pbk
This is a thoughtful book which will
appeal to horse lovers and, I think,
non-horse lovers alike. It is about
warmth and love in a family, a move
from a different place and coming to
terms with changes and sadness.
Bryony has moved to the coast with
her Mum and brother to be nearer her
Grandad after her Dad has died. She

is exploring her surroundings one day
when she comes upon a frightened
pony. Calming the pony down she
makes an instant bond with the horse
only to discover that the horse has an
owner (Georgina) who, it transpires,
doesn’t like the pony at all.
The story moves on as Bryony tries
to re connect with the pony and also
with the girl she saw with the pony
who is not the owner.
The story then develops with good
pace and storyline incorporating lots
of themes about family, friendship and
kindness. The connection between
Bryony and her ‘pony with no name’
is written in a very touching way and
would appeal not just to somebody
who rides but also with animal
lovers everywhere. There are more
layers to the story than just the girls’
friendship. The story also touches
upon bereavement and bullying but in
a subtle way. It isn’t forced but just fits
in with the whole story itself. It’s a good
read and definitely one to curl up withyou’ll probably want to read it in one go
like I did to find out what happens. SG

Picklewitch and Jack

HHHH
Claire Barker, ill. Teem Juhani,
Faber & Faber, 228pp,
9780571335183, £6.99 pbk
Picklewitch and Jack is an endearing
book about a very proper, high
achieving boy called Jack who begins
attending a very academic school
when he moves house. His ordered,
neat and tidy life soon begins to
unravel when he comes across a
strange little character living in a tree
in his garden.
Picklewitch is the opposite of Jack,
lives life as it comes up in a tree. She
completely turns Jack’s life upside
down and starts to sprinkle some
magic around with lots of interesting
consequences. She manages to get

herself a place at Jack’s school-much
to his dismay-where she then weaves
her magic in and out of the school
and adds pizzazz and sparkle.
The story is actually quite touching.
It takes a while for Jack to find out
what a true friend is because of all
the twists, turns and funny events
that happen along the way but when
he gets there it’s great. It is funny and
quirky with the contrast of characters
being particularly well written. There
is some great imaginative language
which children will enjoy reading out
loud - I also liked the handy glossary
at the back. I might even take on
some of the words like Fudgenuts!
The warmth and wit is bought to life by
the illustrations too. All in all I think I’d
quite like a Picklewitch in my garden I think she’d bring a lot of happiness
and natural joy to everything. SG

The Magical Unicorn Society
Official Handbook

HHHH
Selwyn E. Phipps ( Jonny
Leighton), ill. Harry and Zanna
GoldHawk and Helen Dardik,
Michael O’Mara books, 120pp,
9781782439639, £9.99hbk
This is a delightful book for all lovers
of Unicorns and provides a guide to
the different types of the mythical
creatures and their history. It is
written by the President of the Magical
Unicorn Society, Selwyn E. Phipps, in
the guise of Jonny Leighton and gives
the folklore behind the seven types
of creature and the different parts of
the world that they live in. The author
has created a wonderful history and
geography which really allows the
reader to identify with the wonderful
animals. The tale of the Silver and
Gold Unicorns is really the creation
myth of these creatures and sets the
scene for a range of topics including
Unicorn symbology, a spotter’s
guide, Unicorn beliefs and Guardian
Unicorns.

The book itself is a great read.
The text is aimed at the KS 2 reader,
although those younger aficionados
will love to read this with some
possible help. The illustrations are
magnificent, with slightly different
colour palettes depending on which
type of Unicorn. There has been a
huge amount of thought that has
gone in to the design of the book with
varying page colours, wonderful jewel
like colours for some of the animals
and the plants and even the way the
text has been integrated into the
illustrations. This is a very readable
book and is also something that you
can just dip into when you want to feel
close to these magical animals. The
obsession that many young people
(girls in particular) with the Unicorn
does not look as if it is going to abate
anytime in the near future. When the
book Dragonology by Dugald Steer
came out it lead to a series of novels
that carried on the adventures of
the main characters; I do wonder if
we may see more stories about the
Magical Unicorn Society in the future.
This will make a great present or a
popular read in the school library. MP

10 – 14 Middle/Secondary
The Clockwork Crow

HHHHH
Catherine Fisher, Firefly Press, 9781910080849, 200pp, £6.99 hbk
Beautifully written in prose that
sparkles like the snow that provides
its backdrop, this fantasy novel is
practically perfect in every way.
Young orphan Seren (it’s Welsh for
star) is travelling alone through a
winter’s night to her godfather and
his family. They live in a big house in
the heart of Wales and though she’s
never met them before, a lifelong
reader, she knows how this sort of
story should go. Waiting for her next
train on a freezing platform she meets
a stranger. He’s flustered, clearly
frightened of something, and leaves
a bulky parcel in her care. When she
finally arrives at her destination, to

find that her godfather, his wife and
young son Tomos are absent, and only
a skeleton staff of servants to meet
her, she assembles the contents of
the parcel to stave off boredom and
loneliness. It’s a clockwork crow –
an awkward, clumsy-looking thing,
yet magic: wound up it comes alive.
Psammead-grumpy the crow becomes
her ally as together they try to find out
what has happened to Tomos, who
disappeared mysteriously one frosty
night a year ago.
The story is rich with the sense
of old magic and fairytale, yet a
totally original and particular bit of
storytelling. At a time when books
often sprawl over 300 pages or
more, it is wonderfully concise too,
and even better for that. A delight,
and thankfully there should be more
adventures for Seren to come. AR

The Way Past Winter

HHH
Kiran Millwood Hargrave, Chicken
House, 239pp, 9781911077930,
£10.99 hbk
From the opening page of this
ambitious novel it is clear that
Kiran Hargrave is a born writer. Her
prose is packed with energy and her
imagination commands instant belief.
Set in an indeterminate time in an
unspecified part of the frozen North,
her story describes how teenage Mila
and her six-year old sister Pipa set
out along with a young mage named
Rune to rescue Oskar. He is her older
brother, kidnapped by a fearsome bear
in the shape of a pitiless man.
So far so captivating. But as their
journey grows more dangerous,
descriptions of atmosphere start
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giving way to an over-abundance of
plot-driven explanation. One near
disaster follows on another as Mila
and her sister get colder, hungrier
and increasingly desperate. Keeping
the tension going during all this
occasionally repetitive fare is quite a
challenge, with the final over-delayed
outcome not quite the climax it should
be. But there are still many good
moments along the way, with the
author delving into folklore and myth
to enrich her already glowing prose.
Fans of Tolkien, C.S. Lewis and Philip
Pullman could well enjoy this story.
Others might wish that so talented
an author had taken on less familiar
territory where wolves and eagles
continue to threaten and winter never
lets up until the very end. NT

Famous Family Trees

HHH
Kari Hauge, ill. Vivien
Mildenberger,
Lincoln Children’s Books, 64pp,
9781786032973, £12.99 hbk
This large-size non-fiction title
combines genealogy and history and
invites readers to explore the family
trees of twenty- five historical figures
drawn from a range of periods and
cultures. The book aims to capitalise
on the popularity of such programmes
as ‘Who Do You Think You Are?’ and
an increased interest in genealogy to
encourage young readers to expand
their knowledge of historical figures
via their family trees.
This book has worthy intentions
and high production values, evidenced
particularly in the detailed folk-art style
illustrations and borders, but, overall,
the reader is left feeling overwhelmed
by too much information crammed
into too small a space. Each figure
is given a double page spread and
the resulting family trees are difficult
to decipher despite the guide at the
beginning of the book. The print is tiny,
often against coloured backgrounds
and complex information is presented
in small boxes with connections
made by several different types of
lines. The frequent use of italic and
several different fonts does not help
in terms of readability. Despite these
details, there is a lot of information
here, and this book should appeal to
those readers who already have some
knowledge of the historical figures
and who love to pore over details and
explore connections. SR

Amal Unbound

HHHH
Aisha Saeed, Text Publishing,
240pp, 978-1925773026, £6.99pbk
Amal is clever and ambitious,
determined to be a teacher. However,
life in her Pakistani village continually
thwarts her ambitions. Her role as the
eldest of five daughters means that
she must help to run the householdat the expense of her schooling-when
her mother descends into post-natal
depression. Her hopes of an eventual

return to school are quashed when a
minor verbal altercation with a man
who she is unaware is their tyrannical
landlord, Jawad Sahib results in a
captive servitude at his home and
complete isolation from her family.
This feudalism is graphically
described-individuals vanish or are
ruthlessly persecuted and entire
villages are razed to the ground.
The contrast between Jawad Sahib’s
opulent life and the hand-to-mouth
existence of his tenants is made very
clear,but Jawad’s house lacks love
and companionship, which abounds
in the lives of the villagers. Saeed
is adept at creating community life
and her characters are clearly and
believably drawn.
Amal must make the most of her
new existence, as it seems likely to
be permanent. She befriends and
teaches a young servant girl and, in
her role as personal maid to Jawad’s
mother, is able to travel out of the family
compound with her and even borrow
books, illicitly, from the house library in
order to keep her mind stimulated.
Jawad’s corruption, arrogance and
cruelty are evident at every turn and it
is a relief when he is finally arrested
and he and his father can no longer
maintain their rule of terror over the
many villages in thrall to them. Most
gratifyingly of all, it is the servants
in his household, spearheaded by
Amal, who supply the police with
the information they need to make
the arrests. This triumph for the
underlings of society and the courage
of a girl in making it happen give
the book a true ring of satisfaction.
After all, as Amal so powerfully says,
‘if everyone decided nothing could
change, nothing ever would.’ VR

Race to the Frozen North: the
Matthew Henson story

HHH
Catherine Johnson, illus. Katie
Hickey. Barrington Stokes, 124pp.,
9781781128404, £6.99, pbk
Matthew Henson, was in the team led
by Captain Peary, who were the first
Americans to reach the North Pole
in 1909. Yet he is not a household
name at all, and did not receive a
medal even though the other team
members did, and this appears to be
because he was an African American.
This slim book tells his story in very
accessible prose and is beautifully
illustrated along the bottom of every
page, by Katie Hickey.
Matthew came from a bad home,
beaten by his step-mother and ran
away, found a home working in a café
in Washington DC, listening to tales of
daring do and is then determined to sail
the seas himself and find adventure.
By chance he met a sea Captain who
takes him under his wing and teaches
him to read and write and many other
useful skills. This eventually led to him
being part of Captain Peary’s team
who made several attempts to reach
the North Pole.
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What emerges from this brief
fictionalised account of his life, is the
drive that led him to find a better life,
to learn as much as he could, and also
his quiet acceptance that because he
was black, he would be treated in a
certain way by most white Americans.
It is that realisation that the colour of
his skin did not deter him from striving
to learn and fulfil his dream, which
makes this an extraordinary story. It
is simply told but the bones of his life
are there within the 118 pages. For
many boys this will be prove to be an
inspirational story. JF

Firebird

HHH
Elizabeth Wein, Barrington Stoke,
140pp, 9781781128312, £6.99, pbk
This brief story of a Soviet Union
female pilot during the Second
World War, by the author of Code
Name Verity, covers an aspect of
the war not normally covered in
young people’s fiction. Anastasia, a
daughter of parents truly involved
in the Revolution of 1917, which
brought the Communists to power,

has learnt to fly and desperately
wants to be fighting in the war in
the air against the Germans who
are approaching her home city of
Leningrad. The young men are taken
to fight but Nastia as she is known
remains behind with the Chief, to
teach the pilots to come. Eventually
her turn does come, but sadly she
fails to save the Chief when landing
behind enemy lines, which it seems
from the beginning of the story, leads
to her being court martialled.
What emerges from this account
is the strong belief Nastia has in
her nation and its Communist belief,
the Motherland. This and its setting
makes it different from many other
was stories, and also the fact that not
many women fought in the air. There
are vivid descriptions of aerial combat
and also of the appalling siege of
Leningrad in which she loses both
parents quite horrifically. Hopefully
this story will lead young people to
read more lengthy accounts of the war
in the Soviet Union and particularly
of the Siege of Leningrad, maybe to
the novels of Helen Dunmore, who
captures it so brilliantly. JF

14+ Secondary/Adult
The Chaos of Now

HHHHH
Erin Lange, Faber & Faber, 400pp,
978 0 57131747 9, £7.99pbk
Eli Bannister is a sixteen year old
freshman at Haver High School in a
small town in Iowa. He has a hobby, or
rather an obsession, namely coding
for computers. In the previous year
he witnessed a terrible event. A boy
named Jordan Bishop deliberately
set fire to himself in the canteen. He
died of his injuries. It transpires that
his self-destruction was the result of
cyber bullying.
The author imagines that as a
result of this and similar events,
the government changes the laws
relating to cyber-crime and young
people’s use of social media in
educational institutions. Every online
site that is constructed on the net
must be registered with the Cyber
Monitors. Unregistered sites can be
taken down. Their originators can be
excluded from school.
As part of the same reform
there is an annual American Cyber
Security Competition. The prizes
for competition winners include
internships with big high tech
companies. One section of the
competition involves building a
website that intentionally bypasses
the new regulations: it’s a kind of
hacking chamionship. Eli enters
the competition in a team with two
other players who recruit him online.
They decide to build a website
called Friends of Bishop designed to
humiliate those who harmed Jordan
and led to his suicide. Their website
will, they hope, get past the new rules.
Lange’s novel poses the question

whether Eli and his teammates
will win the competition or find
themselves in trouble.
A YA novel set in what many people
see as the mysterious cyber world is long
overdue. The novel is narrated from Eli’s
point of view. For this reason the reader is
inclined to support the creators of the site
and hope that it will defeat the regulators.
As a result Lange poses a multitude of
serious questions about the freedom
of young people to exploit technology,
the extent to which online games
should be subject to government (that
is to say adult) control, and where the
revolutionary technology of the web will
lead our societies. The novel ends with a
massive and wholly unforeseen twist.
This book should be read by
educators as well as pupils. Educators
need to understand the world their
charges inhabit, magical or sinister. RB

Glass Town Wars

HHHHH
Celia Rees, Pushkin Press, 320pp,
978 1 7826 9222 5, £12.99 hbk
This ambitious, wide-ranging novel is
as densely woven as a rare fabric. It
moves through time, countries and
cyberspace, uniting two young people
who should never have met.
The book opens with Emily Bronte
viewing Tom, who is in hospital in a
coma and 200 years in the future.
The rough and tumble of the Bronte
parsonage is beautifully evoked-its
familial battles and intrigues and
its bright, intense creativity a stark
contrast to Tom’s sterile hospital room,
its silence broken only by the sound of
the machines which keep him alive and
the voice of Lucy, who comes every day
to read Wuthering Heights to him, in
the hope of generating a response.
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Tom’s
mental
faculties
are
unimpaired, however he can only
communicate this to the reader, which
is particularly dramatic when his doctor
begins discussions with Tom’s parents
about turning off his life-support
machines. When his treacherous
friend Milo - a consummate computer
gamer -unscrupulously inserts a
hitherto untested gaming prototype in
his ear, Tom’s adventures into a virtual
reality begin. He meets Emily-Lady
Augusta in her own created literary
world-and together they plunge into
a conflict-drenched adventure with
more than a whiff of Game of Thrones.
Characters are many and varied and
all scrupulously created, with only the
occasional glimmer of stereotyping.
Emily does battle for her wild moorland
kingdom: Tom fights because it is
infinitely preferable to the living death
which he has been enduring.
The pair fall in love and when, after
all their machinations, their battle
is lost it is to the Bronte-created
kingdom of Gondal they plan to flee.
They must first escape from the virtual
world in which Miles has placed Tom
and this section of the book takes
Emily to the future and both of them
to the brink of annihilation. The
intricate and intriguing plot is driven
by drama, by ancient rites of passage
and by magic. Tom’s nurse, a shaman
since birth, senses that he is leaving
earthly realms and draws him backto the ‘real’ world and an awakening
from his unconscious state. With a
distant echo of Heathcliff and Cathy,
Tom and Emily never forget the ties
they knew and her spirit returns to
him as a source both of comfort and
of loss. This is a challenging book- but
a rewarding one too. VR

Only the Ocean

HHHH
Natasha Carthew, Bloombury,
272pp, 9781408868607, £12.99 hbk
This book is narrated from the viewpoint
of Kel Crow, a troubled teenager who
comes from the Swamps, a slum in
an unidentified country. People from
the Swamps are usually criminals and
are in all cases not highly regarded as
contrasted with the elite population
of the Towers. The two worlds of the
Swamps and the Towers never mix.
Kel’s family, the Crows, are the most
notorious criminals in the crime-ridden
Swamps, a family of drug runners. Kel
has a medical problem, namely an
enlarged heart. She needs treatment
and must find the necessary money.
To raise the cash, she undertakes a
dangerous mission, agreeing to kidnap
the daughter of a notorious arms
trader. The daughter, despite her sordid
origins, is an inhabitant of the Towers.
When Kel and Rose, the kidnapped
daughter, are in a stolen boat, they
find themselves shipwrecked and
must cooperate to save their lives.
The novel poses two questions. Will
Kel and Rose survive? If they do, how
will their relationship change?

Carthew’s characters are strong
and convincingly depicted. The reader
becomes genuinely attached to Kel
and Rose. The novel also touches
on some critical issues such as
rape and incest. There is however a
purely practical difficulty in reading
the book. The story is told in part as
a Joycean stream of consciousness.
Punctuation is rare. It is too easy for
a reader to become disoriented and
lose track of the narrative. If this is
true of an experienced book reviewer,
imagine how much more dislocating
the reading experience will be for a
young teenage reader. It is possible
that some young readers might find
the task of reading the book too
onerous and abandon it, a fate which
Carthew really does not deserve. RB

Impostors

HHHH
Scott Westerfield, Scholastic,
405pp, 9781407188225, £7.99pbk
Scott Westerfield is a prolific writer
for teens and has made a name for
himself with a variety of dystopian
series. This book is the first in a new
series that follows on in the same
world as the series Uglies. Having said
this, I do not think that you need to
have read his previous works in order
to enjoy the current offering, although
it would no doubt add some depth to
the overall of the worlds and conflicting
powers. The central character in this
book is Frey, the twin sister of Rafi
and her body double. While Rafi has
been brought up as the pampered
daughter of the leader, Frey has been
hidden away and trained as a fighter
in case she needs to stand in for her
sister; well that time has come and
Frey is sent on a dangerous diplomatic
mission in place of her sister. However
she finds that events are not as simple
and straightforward as she would have
wishes and her loyalties are stretched,
particularly when she meets Col, the
son of a rival leader.
This is a fascinating story which
takes the idea of a substitute to
an extreme. The concept is quite
popular in teen fiction, but usually the
person is a clone and there is no true
connection. However in this story it
is only a matter of 26 minutes that
separate these two girls and their
roles were truly dependent on the luck
of the draw. For me, this makes the
whole situation even more chilling as
we begin to understand that in reality
Frey can trust no one, because she is
seen as expendable. Westerfield is
an excellent storyteller and the plot
pulls you along at a fast pace. You
also develop an empathy with the
main character and hope that she
will be able to unravel the complex
plots that surround her. It I a story
about family and how bad that can
be, which leads to having to reassess
your life and what is important. I look
forward to seeing what happens in
the following books. MP

The Key to Flambards

HHHHH
Linda Newbery, David Fickling
Books, 310pp, 9781788450041,
£12.99 hbk
This book is designed as a sequel
to the series by K.M.Peyton known
as the Flambards novels. The book
is positioned after the end of the
final book in the Peyton series. The
narrator is Grace Alice Forbes-Russell,
a descendant of Christina, Peyton’s
protagonist.
Grace is aged fourteen, a city girl.
She has always been good at running.
One day while she is running she is
hit by a car. As a result of the accident
one of her legs has to be amputated
below the knee. The next summer
Grace’s mother takes her to a country
mansion named Flambards. This is
her mother’s ancestral home, now
become a retreat for artists. Grace’s
mother has been appointed publicity
manager for the project. Unless
she is successful in raising money
to support the retreat, the site and
its extensive lands will be sold to
developers. Newbery’s novel poses
two questions. Can Flambards be
saved? And how will Grace adjust to
her new life as an amputee?
The novel has a protagonist with
a visible impairment, namely the
amputation. This in itself is something
of a rarity in YA fiction, where disabled
characters usually play a minor role,
or none at all. Newbery also depicts
an unusual range of sentiments
on Grace’s behalf. Her negative
feelings about life as an amputee are
presented with complete candour.
For instance Grace’s parents have
separated. She learns that her
father’s new partner is pregnant.
Will her father still love Grace if he
has a perfect new child in her place?
It is a chilling reflection, and utterly
convincing.
As often with Newbery, there are
many references to war. Grace’s
research into the family history of
Flambards brings her face to face
with many warriors. One of them is
named Fergus. He was a combat
pilot, shot down in World War One and
severely burnt. Grace finds a recorded
interview in which he describes
horrified children recoiling from him.
His bravery inspires Grace to confront
her own condition.
One of the Flambards employees
is a veteran of the Afghan war, barely
coping with the traumatic heritage
of that conflict. His struggle and the
impact on his family are explored with
care and sensitivity.
This novel can be read at
several different levels, either as a
straightforward narrative or a spiritual
voyage. It is not necessary that a
new reader should have read the
Peyton predecessors. The launch of
Newbery’s book was held at Copped
Hall in Epping, the model for The Shell
House. RB

Three Strikes

HHHHH
Lucy Christopher, Kat Ellis,
Rhian Ivory. Firefly, 368pp,
978 1 9100 8086 3, £7.99 pbk
This is an inspired collection of
novellas since it both entertains and
provides tasters of the work of three
talented authors. Lucy Christopher’s
The Darkness cleverly plays with the
modern tropes of self-discovery and
reality TV, creating a claustrophobic
and unsettling environment in which
the characters are manipulated,
abandoned and left to fall back on
their often fragile self-reliance.
Kasha feels responsible for the death
of her mentally unstable mother, killed
by the device she had made to trap
the wild black cat she was convinced
was stalking her. When Kasha sees an
advert for The Tribe, a psychological
programme designed to assist in
overcoming personal trauma, she
persuades her mother’s partner to pay
for the course and embarks on it with her
best friend Sam. When the programme’s
organisers-drug smugglers-vanish and
the participants must try to escape we
observe the group dynamics unfold
through Kasha’s eyes.
The Twins Of Blackfin opens with
Bo sitting by her friend Sky’s grave at
midnight, conversing with her just as
she did when Sky was alive. When she
sees the town’s four most notorious
thugs she hides but then notices their
glazed, other-worldly expressions. She
is puzzled but puts her observation
down to the strange occurences which
pervade the town. However, when her
twin brothers’ lives are threatened
she determines to discover the source
of the trance which descends on the
town’s inhabitants every night and, in
so doing, she uncovers and solves the
mystery of another set of twins,long
dead, but desperate to be reunited.
This is a fast-paced, ingenious
narrative which avoids the cliches
of the conventional ghost story-and,
most entertainingly of all, is threaded
through with wry humour.
Rhian Ivory’s interpretation of Hans
Christian Anderson’s The Little Match
Girl centres on Nia, whose musician
mother was killed when her car hit
black ice. Her father, angry and griefstricken, wrapped up in his loss and
loneliness, refuses to let Nia use the
formidable talent she has inherited from
her mother. After she and her friend Sol
were punished for breaking school rules
her father, over-protective, terrified he
might lose her too, forbids her to go on
the Winter Tour which the choir she had
worked so hard to get into was about to
embark on. To make matters worse, Nia
had been given a solo-which she was
determined to perform. She decides to
earn money by selling her woodcarvings
and busking at the market, in order
to pay for her own ticket to Innsbruk,
where the choir are to perform. When
she is mugged and robbed it is the
light from the three matches she has
with her which illuminate her mother’s
memory and invoke her spirit to sing Nia
to safety and to the rescuing arms and
repentance of her father. VR
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Classics in Short No.132 Brian Alderson
How about spending Christmas with the Savages?
Before we begin
I must reassure sensitive readers that
the Savages in what follows are a
family with a capital “S”. I have no
wish to find myself no-platformed for
recommending a story about missionary
activities among cannibals. And perhaps
I should defend my author too who, I
am glad to say, is not in the business
of appropriating a character to herself
whose sex and social status she does
not share.
Mary Clive
in fact was born into the gentry and
inhabited the country-house milieu
in which such as the Savages might
spend their Christmases. She was a
Packenham, daughter of the Fifth Earl
of Longford (her brother, the Sixth
Earl was the Labour peer and prison
reformer), and, following the death
of her father at Gallipoli, spent a
clouded youth shuttling between family
houses in Oxfordshire and Ireland. Her
presentation as a debutante in 1935
however awoke in her a spirit of satire
of which the semi-autobiographical
account of young Evelyn’s visit to Lady
Tamerlane’s Christmas house-party
bears fruit as a children’s book.
Evelyn is bidden there
because (the usual authorial dodge) her
father has been taken ill in Scotland. Her
mother, who must of course stay with him,
arranges for her to spend Christmas at a
country house down Herefordshire way
with the Lady Tamerlane and her great
brood of grandchildren. She is an elderly
friend, one who “although she was old was
brisk, and although she was not playful
she sometimes gave me half-crowns. She
and my mother used to do acrostics and
read Italian poetry together.”
That voice
is really the making of the book. Much of
the circumstantial detail of the visit may
indeed owe much to a recherche du temps
passé but the words have an immediacy
of a child who seems much closer to
the action than is the storyteller. For
Evelyn is an only child from a sheltered
London home, as much in touch with her
governess and her Swiss nursery-maid,
Marguerite (“a poor frightened creature
“) as with her parents and the Tamerlane
adventure plunges her into a memorably
unfamiliar family ménage.
What we owe to the book then
is not its story, for that barely exists, but
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the trip and Eveline’s attachment to them
becomes a matter of constant negotiation
as she – an only child – seeks to assert
her own personality against their varied
quirks.
By right of numbers,
and regularity of attendance it is the
Savages who dominate events. Nursery
authority may be neglects or scorned
as a series of self-invented escapades
and entertainments are either planned
of allowed to emerge from the fertile
Savage imaginations.

the great concatenation of Evelyn’s social
encounters such that almost every page
yields scenes and conversations of an
oddity or comic potential that are brought
alive with an engaging freshness. Much
stems from the Savages themselves – four
children, who leap off the page, each
with their distinctive foibles, an obligatory
nursery-maid and a baby with a nurse
of its own. They are regular Christmas
visitors and thus have the confidence of
knowing both the topography of the great
house with its hidden passages and backstairs and the daily routines of its varied
inhabitants: the housekeeper, the butler
(a reliable friend in assisting the young
to get out of over-ambitious plans that go
wrong), a quantity of visiting uncles and
aunts, to say nothing of Lady Tamerlane
and her invalid husband who is only
briefly encountered being wheeled about
the garden under a pile of rugs.
Paddington Station is the site
where Eveline first encounters the Savage
family. Seemingly occupying much of the
platform: four children, a baby, a nurse
and a nursery-maid and a large heap of
luggage. They are grandchildren of Lady
Tamerlane and since they make the visit
every Christmas they are very much in
confident possession of the routines of

But there are two other families too:
the Glens, with a fierce nursery-maid,
and two rather sweet but nervous
children dubbed the Howliboos. But it is
the Savages who dominate all the pranks
and games and nursery teas from whose
often riotous character Evelyn, the onlychild, stands a little to one side. Only in
a final climax does she take them all in
with a bold act of self-assertion which
earns her the prospect of a court-martial
to be held the next day down behind the
rubbish-heap. It is a doom from which
she is saved (authorial intervention
again) by the news that her parents are
now back home and that she is to join
them instanter – escaping the Savage
hoard while they are out on their ponies.
We know not
if justice ever caught up with Evelyn
but it would seem that the visit to
Tamerlane House was a moment out of
time. (Published in 1955 as Clive’s only
children’s book, its charm was enhanced
by headpiece-drawings to its twelve
chapters by that neglected artist Philip
Gough.) As a memoir adapted for child
readers though it deserves notice also as
the obverse to that slightly later story, The
Children of the House, fashioned by
Philippa Pearce from the manuscript by
Brian Fairfax-Lucy. One hopes though that
those resilient Savages escaped the sad
fate of the children of Charlcote.
Christmas with the Savages, by Mary
Clive, is available to read on Kindle, £2.99.
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£25.00 hbk, is out now.

